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ABSTRACT 

Feeding large numbers of cattle in feedlots is a challenge in many respects including 

nutrition, health, transport, and slaughter. A field of growing importance is animal well-

being and environmental aspects. The two main challenges for environmental management 

in the feedlot industry are to lower climatic stress, and to improve air quality. This 

dissertation covers the areas of a) ethological sampling methods for feedlot cattle, b) 

environmental management practices that lower heat stress in feedlot cattle, and c) 

behavioral management practices of cattle that control dust in feedlots. 

In the first study, 64 crossbred heifers were used to determine and validate accurate, 

precise, and efficient behavioral sampling techniques. When focal animal sampling, scan 

sampling, and time sampling were compared to continuous sampling, it was found that 

scan sampling in 10-min intervals as well as focal animal sampling were accurate and 

precise methods to quantify behavior of feedlot cattle. 

In the second study, a total of 112 crossbred heifers were used in the Texas Tech 

University feedlot in the summers of 1998 and 1999. The objective was to assess the 

impact of heat stress and its relief by shade and (or) water misting on behavior, physiology, 

performance, and carcass traits. Cattle without shade had a physiological and behavioral 

stress response to heat that negatively affected production. Providing shade significantly 

decreased heat stress and lowered the negative effects of heat on performance, whereas 

misting with water was largely ineffective. 

VI 



The objective of the third study, was to decrease the aerial dust concentration in a 

commercial feedlot by modifying dust-generating behaviors of feedlot cattle. It was 

hypothesized that through changes in feeding management practices, cattle activity patterns 

that result in high quantities of dust might be redirected towards feeding and ruminating 

behaviors that generate significantly less dust. It was found that changing the feeding 

regimen of cattle to their natural feeding times redirected the cattle away from dust-

generating behaviors and thereby decreased considerably aerial dust concentrations closer 

to legal limits. 

The understanding of the behavior of feeder cattle can help in the management of 

feedlots in a more animal welfare friendly manner. The modification of the feedlot 

environment by providing, e.g., shade should not only improve the well-being of the 

animals but also the profit of the operation. 
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CHAPTER I 

BSFTRODUCTION 

The highly important feedlot industry of the United States currently feeds 

approximately 14 million head of cattle per year (USDA 1999). Feeding large numbers 

of cattle is a challenge in many respects including nutrition, health, transport, and 

slaughter. A field of growing importance is animal well-being and environmental aspects. 

Improvements in productivity, labor efficiency, and feed handling are important, but 

environmental aspects and animal needs were relegated to last-place considerations 

(Hahn 1982). Environmental regulations by federal agencies (U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency, Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act) have increased the pressure on 

the feedlot industry to lower some of the adverse environmental effects of intensive 

production. Hahn (1982) identified two main challenges for environmental management 

in the feedlot industry: (a) how to lower climatic stress by changing the animal's thermal 

environment and, and (b) how to improve air quality. 

Studies on cattle behavior in feedlots have been grossly neglected over the past 

decades in developing methods for environmental management (Ray 1991). A major 

reason for neglecting behavior might be the difficult methodological approach of 

measuring behaviors of large numbers of animals per experimental unit with limited labor 

and equipment resources. Behavioral samphng techniques for feedlot cattle have not been 

validated previously, and those techniques that were used under free ranging conditions 

are not applicable in the feedlot environment. 



Most research on heat stress in feedlot cattle has been conducted within the last 20 

to 40 years (Ray 1991). Feedlot practices, management systems, and cattle nutrition have, 

of course, changed since then, but the research on principles of thermoregulation and 

environmental modifications are still applicable in modem feedlots. Although 

environmental modifications like the provision of shade or water sprinkling were widely 

used in the feedlot industry of California, Arizona, New Mexico and Florida, these 

practices were not employed in the Southern High Plains of Texas and Oklahoma. 

Dust is a major environmental, as well as an animal and human health concern 

(Pamell et al. 1994, Whitehead 1997) for the Southwest United States feedlot industry. 

To control the problem of massive quantities of fugitive dust, would lead to economical 

benefits, particularly if the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) begins to levy fines 

based on the total amount of dust generation (Pamell et al. 1994). A survey of the 

National Animal Health Monitoring System (USDA 1999) showed that feedlot managers 

are aware of the dust problem, and 93.1% of the large operations and 73.5% of the small 

operations, implemented at least one dust control practice. 

Peak dust concentrations occur at dawn. Cattle are crepuscular, they are most 

active at dusk and dawn. The largest amount of feeding activity in cattle on pasture 

occurs around dusk and dawn. However, feedlot cattle are normally not fed at dusk and 

their bunks are empty. Because of their natural drive to eat in the evening and the 

unavailabihty of feed, the animals might show displacement behaviors. These activities 

include aggressive behaviors, bulling, and mnning. Correlated with this peak in 



behavioral activity at dusk, particularly during dry, low humidity days, is a dramatic 

increase in dust levels (Sweeten 1991). 

The specific objectives for the three experimental chapters of this dissertation 

were: 

Chapter IE: 

a. to compare and validate behavioral sampling techniques. 

b. to compare scan and time sampling with continuous sampling. 

c. to determine the number of focal animals required to represent the entire 

population of animals for maintenance behaviors. 

d. to estimate sample sizes required for feedlot cattle behavior research; 

Chapter IV: 

a. to determine the effects of shade and (or) water misting on behavior, physiology, 

performance, and carcass traits of feeder cattle during hot summer months; 

Chapter VI: 

a. to determine the effects of climatic factors on aerial dust concentrations. 

b. to document which cattle behaviors are associated with dust generation in 

feedlots. 

c. to determine whether feeding in the evening can alter cattle behaviors that 

generate dust. 



CHAPTER n 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review covers three major areas of research: first behavioral 

sampling techniques in feedlot cattle, second thermoregulation in feedlot cattle and 

environmental modifications for amelioration of heat stress, and third aerial dust 

concentrations in feedlots, its causes, federal regulations, and methods to control dust. 

Behavioral sampling techniques 

Observational sampling techniques of animal behavior have been reviewed by 

Altmann (1974), Amold-Meeks and McGlone (1986), Martin and Bateson (1993), 

Lehner (1996) and others, who were concemed with the behaviors of mice, swine, and 

primates, but not feedlot cattle. Ray and Roubicek (1971) stated that very little was 

known about behavior of cattle in feedlot environments. Since this report our knowledge 

of feeder cattle behavior has increased very little, partly because of the very difficult 

measuring conditions for behavior in this environment. Sampling cattle behaviors under 

feedlot conditions demands a high degree of labor, equipment, and time. Large numbers 

of animals per pen (the usual experimental unit) makes it difficult to sample the entire 

population continuously. Scan sampling, focal sampling, and to a lesser degree time 

sampling are behavioral sampling techniques that are useful for observing feedlot cattle 

when estimating continuous sampling data. 



Martin and Batson (1993, p. 84) define continuous sampling as obtaining an 

"...exact and faithfiil record of the behavior, measuring tme frequencies and durations 

and the times at which behaviour pattems stopped and started." Continuous sampling is 

the continuous recording of the behaviors an animal performs at any given time. It must 

be seen as the control sampling technique because it is the most complete sampling 

method now possible. However, the use of this method is limited under feedlot 

conditions and can only reasonably be conducted on focal animals (see below), because 

of the large number of individuals per experimental unit. 

Scan sampling (also called instantaneous sampling) describes the behavior an 

animal, or a group of animals with each animal in tum, exhibits at fixed time intervals, 

e.g., 5- or 10-min interval (Colgan 1978). To represent behavior over an entire hour, scan 

samples are multiplied by the appropriate factor (1 min data are multiplied by 60, 5min 

data by 12, and so on). This technique is often used when large numbers of animals are 

observed, each animal in tum. When all members of a group are sampled in a very short 

time period, the record approaches a continuous sample on all individuals (Altmann 

1974). Therefore, scan sampling is often the method of choice for behavioral 

observations in feedlots. 

Focal sampling is the random selection of one or a few animals out of a group 

with the continuous recording of their behaviors. These samples are intended to represent 

the behaviors of the entire group (Jensen et al. 1986). 

Time sampling describes only a portion of the total behavioral observation time 

(Amold-Meeks and McGlone 1986). For example, the duration of behaviors within the 



first lOmin of each hour may be measured and then multiplied by 6 to estimate behavior 

over the entire hour. 

As discussed earlier the most widely used technique for behavioral observations 

of feedlot cattle is scan sampling (Ray and Roubicek 1971, Kondo et al. 1983, Gonyou 

and Stricklin 1984), although this method has not been validated for use in a feedlot 

situation. Ray and Roubicek (1971) used a 30- and a 60-min scan sampling interval to 

conduct behavioral observations of feedlot steers. Behaviors recorded were feeding, 

drinking, lying, and walking. Gonyou and Stricklin (1984) used two different techniques, 

continuous and scan sampling for different sets of behaviors (those of long and of short 

durations). In their first trial, they measured feeding, drinking, standing and lying 

behaviors of 324 bulls in 60min intervals. In a second trial, the recorded behaviors were 

standing, lying, feeding, drinking, licking itself, scratching itself, cross-grooming (licking 

others), mounting (bulling), and agonistics were measured continuously from 18 bulls. 

This procedure was justified by the fact that scan sampling can be used for measurement 

of many animals and is appropriate for behaviors like feeding or resting because of their 

longer duration. The 60min interval was considered adequate because it detected seasonal 

changes, resulting from shifts in sunrise and sunset. For the second trial the authors 

concluded that the large number of bulls (18) allowed an accurate estimate of their time 

budgets. In the second trial, continuous sampling was used because short-duration 

behaviors were measured. 

Frequently investigators in the field of ruminant nutrition measure feeding 

behavior to correlate their data with specific diets and bunk strategies. Lawrence (1998) 



compared different bunk strategies (feeding times) in feedlots and reported feeding 

behavior. He recorded number of cattle at the bunk and number of cattle actually 

consuming feed on an hourly basis from 0300 to 2200 h. This 60 min scan sampling 

technique gave an hourly "snapshot" information of the experimental unit. The author 

failed to validate his technique like other researchers in the field of feedlot cattle behavior 

before him, and also misused terminology like "duration of feeding" instead of "numbers 

of animals feeding." 

Within-group variability of behaviors 

Behaviors with a large within-group variability (e.g., bulling, grooming, drinking, 

and agonistic behaviors) are difficult to measure. Martin and Kraemer (1987) stated the 

two problems associated with individual differences were: (a) the power of the statistical 

tests was reduced and (b) inference about individuals might be drawn from the 

characteristics of the group and vice versa. In other words, individual differences in 

behavior potentially decrease the power of a statistical test by increasing the variability 

within the group and, therefore, the real difference between test and control can be over-

or underestimated. The second point, to make inference from the group to the individual 

or vice versa, becomes a problem when researchers are faced with heterogeneous groups. 

When individuals fall into more than two clusters, scores may not be distributed 

unimodally around one mean. In cases with individual discontinuities, the description of 

means can be misleading because it minimized outliers. In heterogeneous populations. 



even correlations can be misleading when the association between two variables does not 

apply uniformly across all individuals (Martin and Kraemer 1987). 

Necessity of technique validation to avoid violation of statistical assumptions 

Behavior pattems are rarely performed independently from each other but they 

occur in clusters. The statistical consequences are that individual behavior pattems are 

not independent and the variance of the probability distribution of the behavior is inflated 

(Gleser and Moore 1983). Frequencies of behavior may not be independent, when an 

individual contributes more than once to the dataset. Therefore, Kramer and 

Schmidhamer (1992) suggested that the mean and variance should be approximately 

equal to each other in each cell of a contingency table because otherwise chi-square or 

related tests will be inaccurate and results will be invalid. It should be mandatory to 

validate sampling techniques to minimize experimental errors and to find correct ways 

for the analysis of the datasets. This is especially important when dealing with 

heterogeneous groups, which show large individual differences. 

A very common problem found in the literature is not only that sampling 

techniques are not compared with continuous data, but also that the behavioral bout 

criteria are not defined. Rook and Huckle (1997) stated that the definition of a bout is not 

trivial because some behaviors are intermpted by very short breaks, which could be 

defined as intra-bout intervals, whereas others are sufficiently long to be regarded as tme 

inter-bout intervals (Sibly et al. 1990, Rook and Huckle 1997). It is common practice to 

derive the bout criteria from the empirical data, instead of defining them biologically. 
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Feeding behavior is normally not continuous nor random but clustered in bouts (Berdoy 

1993). Before measuring a behavior, the bout criteria have to be defined to determine 

whether successive events are or are not part of the same bout. The definition of the bout 

criterion (i.e., knowing when the behavior pattem begins and ends) is a critical part of the 

analysis of behavioral data (Berdoy 1993) but most authors fail to define the bout before 

the start of their studies. 

In conclusion, no author in the field of cattle behavior in feedlots has reported 

validated techniques, that were used in their study. It has been largely assumed that scan 

sampling can be used for behavior measures of feeder cattle behavior. It should be 

obvious that sampling techniques, which work for free-ranging cattle have to be tested for 

the feedlot environment because the ethograms between cattle in both environments are 

very different. A major challenge in future studies should be to define bout criteria for 

individual behaviors. The correct approach for behavioral studies in fields that were not 

validated before would be to conduct a pilot study with continuous sampling of a few 

animals and to compare those (continuous) control data with several appropriate 

sampling techniques for validation purposes. Furthermore, the continuous data can be 

used to calculate the bout criteria using two or three process models (Sibly et al. 1990, 

Berdoy 1993), which are based on log frequency or log survivorship analyses. In this 

way, one would achieve both more meaningful biological and accurate statistical 

descriptions of the temporal distribution of behavioral events. 



Thermoregulation and heat stress in cattle 

Thermoregulation 

Cattle are homeotherms, which means that their body temperature is constant 

within narrow ranges independent from climatic factors or feed quality and quantity. The 

term thermoregulation expresses the means of balancing heat gain and heat loss (Fuquay 

1981). Under thermoneutral conditions, the metabolic rate must be balanced with the total 

heat loss (Qi), 

where Qi = qr + qc + qk +qe. 

The heat transfer mechanisms are radiation (qr), convection (qc), conduction (qk), 

and evaporation (qe). Robertshaw (1981) pointed out that below the lower critical 

temperature, non-evaporative heat loss is increasingly important, whereas above upper 

critical temperatures, evaporative cooling assumes a dominant role. When this balancing 

act of heat gain and loss fails to work, body temperatures will increase, leading to 

dismpted behavior and impaired physiological functions (Hahn and Becker 1984, 

Moberg 1985). Cattle, like all mammals, produce metabolic heat, and Fuller (1969) 

estimated that 80% of the food energy contained in the bonds of food molecules is lost as 

heat. 

To maintain its body temperature the animal has to dissipate excess heat to the 

environment. The animal does this by means of so called "sensible heat loss processes" 

of convection, conduction, and radiation. These processes are only effective when there is 

a temperature gradient between body and ambient temperature exists. The rate of sensible 

heat loss is proportional to the animal's surface area and to the difference between the 
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temperature of the animal and its environment (Fuller 1969). The thermoneutral zone is a 

range of ambient temperatures within which the animal's heat production equals heat loss 

by sensible heat loss mechanisms and minimal evaporation. The critical temperature 

zones are above and below this thermoneutral zone. 

Evaporation 

During hot weather, ambient temperature can exceed body temperature, making 

sensible heat loss mechanisms mostly ineffective. In these cases cattle lose heat primarily 

by a latent heat loss mechanism, which is evaporation of water from the moist skin and 

the respiratory tract. In this cooling process warm, liquid molecules overcome cohesive 

forces and escape to the overlying environment, leaving the heat content, and thus, the 

temperature of the evaporative mass at a lower level than before (Curtis 1983). 

Blackshaw and Blackshaw (1991) described evaporation with the equation: 

qe = K * Ae * V" *(Ps-Pa) 

where: 

qe = rate of heat transfer by evaporation (watts/h), 

K = evaporative constant (unknown), 

Ae = wet area of the animal, 

V" = air velocity, n=exponent (unknown), 

Ps = vapor pressure of water at skin surface. 

Pa = vapor pressure of air. 
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An increase in V", Ae and Ps supports heat loss as well as a low Pa. The amount of 

air velocity can only lead to heat loss if at the same time sufficient amounts of water are 

supplied to the skin surface. The vapor pressure of water at the skin surface can be 

increased by supplying water from sprinklers, but this is limited to the saturation pressure 

corresponding to the skin temperature and the vapor pressure of the environmental air 

(Blackshaw and Blackshaw 1991). Evaporating water removes large quantities of heat 

from the animal when the vapor pressure in the air is lower than the water at body 

temperature (Lee 1953). McLean (1963) measured the evaporation of cattle exposed to 

air temperatures of 38 to 42°C and relative humidity of 50 to 65%. He found that cattle 

evaporate 112 to 180g/m^/h over the skin and below 228g/m^/h in total (cutaneus and 

respiratory). Fuller (1969) estimated the heat loss potential of evaporation to be 580 

kcaVL of water. Provided low relative humidity,^ evaporation is highly effective, even 

when ambient temperatures are above the body temperature. Evaporation can take place 

in three different ways: (1) respiration (evaporation from the respiratory passages to the 

expiratory air), (2) transpiration (evaporation from the sweat glands), (3) cutaneus 

evaporation (evaporation from water applied to the body surface by licking, sprinkling 

etc.). Wind speed is an important factor because the moisture of the skin can get 

dissipated at a faster rate. 

'The term "relative humidity" describes the ratio between the actual vapor pressure of the air and that 
which it would have if the air would be completely saturated with water at that same temperature. Air at 
0°C with a vapor pressure of 6.1 millibars would have a relative himiidity of 100%, but air at 30°C with the 
same vapor pressure would be only 14% relative hiunidity (Curtis 1983). 
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Radiation 

The most complex but very relevant climatic measurement in the context of 

thermoregulation is radiation. Animals radiate to the environment and vice versa, which 

means that this heat transfer mechanism is a dynamic process (Curtis 1983). 

The heat transfer equation is: 

qr = AFa * Fe * e * (Tas'-Ts') 

where: 

q = rate of heat transfer by radiation (watts/h), 

A = area of radiating object (m ), 

Fa, Fe = shape factor and emissivity factor, 

e = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 * 10'̂  W/m^/K^ 

Ts, Tas = absolute temperature (T+273) of surroundings and animal 

surface. 

Blackshaw and Blackshaw (1991) pointed out that it is not feasible to lower the 

temperature of the animal's surroundings. Instead, they propose to protect cattle from 

solar radiation via shade, which reduces solar radiant heat load by 30 to 50%. Bond et al. 

(1954) found that shade alone reduced radiant heat load from 769 to 526 watts/m at the 

animal surface, which is equivalent to reducing the mean radiant temperature from 67°C 

to 37°C. The heat load an animal receives through solar radiation can exceed the 

metabolic heat load (Finch 1986). Solar radiation can be differentiated into short wave 

with a wave length of <5|i and long wave with a wave length of >5n. Sources of radiant 
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energy can be of different kinds: (a) direct-beam solar energy, (b) diffuse sky radiation, 

(c) atmospheric radiation and (d) emitted and reflected energy from surrounding 

terrestrial objects (Bond et al. 1967). In general, about 60% of the total radiation, 

originates from the direct-beam solar radiation and 10% from the diffuse sky energy 

(Bond et al. 1967), the remainder comes from atmospheric radiation and reflection. The 

diffuse sky radiation originates from reflection and scattering of light (e.g., from the 

clouds). Atmospheric radiation primarily originates as emission by water vapor in the 

atmosphere. Generally, long wave radiation is emitted from the atmosphere, the substrate, 

and other surroundings and approximately 95% is absorbed by the animal (Walsberg 

1992). Short-wave radiation is received from the direct solar beam and scattered from the 

environment. 

Convection 

Convection is the heat transfer by moving molecules from warm to cool. Curtis 

(1983) explained convection as a process driven by air, which is warmed near a relatively 

warm surface. This heated air is less dense and therefore lighter and is then buoyed away 

from the warm surface in small streams. Generally, convection is enforced by wind, 

which passes over the object's surface and carries its heat away. 
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The equation for convection is: 

q c = C * A c * V " * ( T a s - T a i r ) 

where: 

qc 

C 

Ac 

V 

T as air 

= rate of heat transfer by convection (watts/h), 

= convection coefficient (unknown), 

= area of the animal effective to convection (m^), 

= air velocity, n=exponent (unknown), 

= temperature difference between the animal's surface and the 

air. 

Conduction 

Curtis (1983) describes conduction as a heat transfer from warm to cooler 

molecules (and vice versa), which bump against each other and thereby dissipate heat 

(kinetic energy). No material movement is involved in this process. Conductive heat 

transfer depends on the thermal conductivity, the thickness of the substance, the area over 

which conduction occurs, and the temperature gradient between the upper and lower side 

of the substance. Conductive heat transfer mainly occurs when the animal leans against or 

rests on a surface, which is cooler (heat loss) or warmer (heat gain) than its own surface 

temperature. 
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The equation for heat transfer by means of conduction is: 

qk=U*A*(Tab-Ts) 

where: 

qk = heat transfer by conduction (watts/h), 

U = coefficient of heat transmission of the animal body, 

A = surface area, 

Tab = intemal body temperature, 

Ts = surface temperature. 

Thermal insulation, coat characteristics and circulatory convection 

Several intemal and extemal layers provide thermal insulation in animals and 

thus affect thermoregulation: body core (visceral organs), body shell (subcutaneous fat, 

dermis, epidermis), cover layer (pelage), and boundary layer (thin layer of air around the 

outer animal surface). The body shell and the cover layer function as insulators and heat 

flow has to overcome those by conduction and circulatory convection (Whittow 1976). A 

small amount of metabolic heat generated in the visceral organs dissipates by conduction 

to the skin. The majority of heat is transferred to the environment by blood, which passes 

from the heart through the organs and muscles to the peripheral blood vessels. The 

animal can control the blood flow and thereby heat transfer to the dermis by 

vasoconstriction and vasodilation. This is controlled by the vasomotor center of the 

medulla oblongata via the sympathetic nervous system. 
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Coat color is an important factor in the complex of thermoregulation. 

Riemerschmid and Elder (1945) compared different breeds with respect of radiation 

absorbance of their coats. Hides of white animals absorbed 49%, red 78% and black hides 

89% of solar radiation. Blackshaw and Blackshaw (1991) pointed out that even though 

white coats absorb less radiation than dark coats, their radiation penetrance is greater. 

However, Finch et al. (1984) found that dark animals had higher rectal temperatures and 

were more susceptible to heat stress than lighter ones. 

Heat gain 

The two main sources of heat gain in beef cattle are the animal's metabolism 

(maintenance and growth) and its environment. Metabolism generates about one-third of 

the heat load of an animal standing in a hot radiant environment (Finch 1986). The heat 

gain from the environment is mainly due to solar radiation but also to ambient 

temperature, humidity, and a lack of air movement. These climatic variables can dismpt 

physiological functions from their equilibrium values (Blackshaw and Blackshaw 1994). 

Heat can also be gained by conduction or convection, but only if the air- or surface 

temperature around the animal is higher than its skin temperature (Fuquay 1981). 

Heat loss 

Heat loss mechanisms include radiation, evaporation, conduction and convection. 

Radiation is a major heat loss avenue when the animal's surroundings are cooler than its 

skin. Especially at night heat is lost via radiation to the cool sky. This indicates that the 
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animal's ability to handle high heat loads does not only depend on its ability to withstand 

the heat of the day but also its ability to dissipate heat at night (Araki et al. 1984). A high 

heat load during the day might be acceptable if night temperatures are low enough for 

heat dissipation (Ansell 1976) and Fuquay (1981) reported that during heat periods the 

minimum ambient temperature of the day has a larger effect on productivity than the 

maximum ambient temperature. 

Evaporation of moisture, whether from the skin or lungs, is a very effective heat 

loss mechanism in cattle during the daytime but only if the dew point temperature of the 

air around the animal is lower than the temperature of the evaporative surfaces of the 

animal. Wind movement and low humidity increase evaporation. It is the animal's high 

dependence on evaporation for heat dissipation that makes high relative humidity so 

critical in producing heat stress (Ansell 1976). Evaporation becomes a major heat loss 

avenue especially during high ambient temperatures because it is not dependent on the 

thermal gradient like radiation, conduction, or convection (Fuquay 1981). Heat loss can 

occur when the skin passes heat by conduction to the cooler air and this again happens in 

proportion to the gradient in temperature between the animal and its environment. If air 

temperature exceeds skin temperature, the animal will gain heat from the air. 

Excretion of feces and urine contribute minimally to the total loss of heat to the 

environment. 
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Heat stress 

Lee (1965) emphasized that the terms "stress" and "strain" are often misused in 

the literature and that both require a precise definition. "Stress" describes the magnitude 

of forces extemal to an individual that displace that system from normal physiological or 

psychological fimctions. "Strain" on the other side is the intemal displacement caused by 

stress. Following this definition, extreme weather events can act as climatic stressors and 

put strain on the animal. Ambient temperatures of above 26.7 C adversely affect, or 

strain, feedlot cattle. 

In dry-hot regions, not only high ambient temperature but also high solar radiation 

can combine with close confinement of grain-fed cattle to predispose the development of 

excessive heat load or heat stress (Young 1993). When ambient temperatures exceed the 

body temperature, the animal gains sensible heat from its environment and this adds to its 

own intemal heat. These large heat quantities have to be dissipated by evaporation. If the 

ambient temperatures increase beyond the animal's ability to cope with them by means of 

evaporation, body temperature and the metabolic rate will rise, and finally irreversible 

brain damage or death occur (Fuller 1969, Young 1993). The status when the animal 

reaches the upper end of its normal physiological range is called "heat stress." Young 

(1993) recommended, that heat stress to be recognized as a non-infectious disease, which 

can be targeted by its causes, which are mainly environmental factors. Heat stress occurs, 

when inspite of vasomotor adjustments, metabolic heat production exceeds combined 

losses from sensible heat loss mechanisms (Belding and Hatch 1955). 
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Effects of heat on performance 

Feedlot cattle are often exposed to rapidly changing weather conditions. Hahn et 

al. (1974) estimated the period of adaptation to heat to be at least two weeks. Generally, 

the length of exposure to heat is relevant because cattle experience three different phases 

during and after heat (Figure 2.1). These phases are: (a) the acute heat stress stage with a 

marked dechne in performance, (b) the chronic heat stress phase in which the animals 

attempts to adapt to the stressful conditions and where they perform better than during the 

acute phase, and (c) the compensatory phase, which occurs after the heat strain is over. In 

the last phase the animal does not only perform as before the stress, but better and often 

completely compensates for the heat stress related performance losses (Dahlquist and 

Mader 1989). Using compensatory growth as a management tool is a means of working 

within the animal's ability to adapt and respond to nutritional or climatic stress (Nienaber 

et al. 1999). Hahn et al. (1974) and Hahn (1982) investigated the adaptation and 

compensatory growth potential of cattle during and after heat stress periods. Steers 

needed two weeks to adjust to conditions of mild heat stress, but after extreme heat stress 

compensatory growth never occurred (Figure 2.1). Moderate heat stress did not affect 

performance overall because losses during the strain were compensated. In the same 

study Hahn et al. (1974) found that several weeks after the end of the hot period average 

daily gain and feed efficiency were not compromised in moderately heat stressed cattle 

and also that they reached their target weight at normal speed. In contrast to this, severely 
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heat stressed cattle did not recover from suppressed growth and the time the animals 

needed to reach market weight was increased considerably. 

Numerous workers studied various effects of heat stress on performance in beef 

cattle and its amelioration by environmental modifications (McDaniel and Roark 1956, 

Boren et al. 1961, Mcllvain and Shoop 1970, Mendel et al. 1971, Olbrich et al. 1973). All 

authors found differences in dry mater intake (DMI), and average daily gain (ADG) 

between shaded versus unshaded feedlot cattle. The main production-relevant effect of 

shade during periods of heat stress was that cattle maintained their DMI and therefore 

ADG remained high. The reduction in DMI, which typically occurs as one of the first 

symptoms in heat stressed unshaded cattle, is primarily due to a reduction in meal size. 

The frequency of meals was highly correlated with body temperature, which indicates a 

thermostatic control of feed intake (Eigenberg et al. 1994). McCormick et al. (1960) 

found no differences between shaded and unshaded feeder cattle on performance but an 

increase in feed efficiency in the shaded animals most likely because the environmental 

temperatures during their experiment was only moderate. 

Effects of heat on physiology 

Especially feeder cattle, being fed high energy and protein diets, develop a high 

heat increment, which is considered non-useful (Conrad 1985). During heat stress cattle 

have to dissipate this excess heat to the environment. A failure in heat dissipation leads to 

a rise in body temperature (Figure 2.2). The normal body temperature in adult cattle is 

38.5°C (Kolb 1974) and because of the higher metabolic rate in young cattle, their values 
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are slightly higher. Body temperature is generally accepted to be a good indicator for 

thermal strain in cattle and a good measure under controlled conditions (Rhoad 1944, 

Benezra 1954, Bianca 1965). Under field conditions this measure is very difficuh to 

obtain because of the need to handle the animal, which can confound the results. Bianca 

(1963) showed that cattle with low body temperatures have an advantage over cattle with 

high ones. After an acclimatization period, heat stressed cattle reduced their elevated 

body temperatures to still elevated but lower values. This lower body temperature could 

also be a result of the decrease in feed intake, resulting in reduced metabolic rates 

(Bianca I959a,b). Body temperatures fluctuate and show circadian rhythms (Brody et al. 

1954, Berman 1968, Biinger 1981), which are adaptive and optimize heat loss (e.g., 

during the cool night stored excess heat is dissipated to the relatively cool sky). 

Generally, body temperature is the temperature of the body core and is estimated (Lyhs 

1971) by rectal temperature (RT) measurements. Especially during extreme ambient 

temperatures, correlations between respiration rate (RR) and rectal temperature (RT) are 

high. 

Ingram and Whittow (1962) and Steward and Bailey (1973) artificially elevated 

RR of cattle under controlled conditions by warming the hypothalamus. This indicated 

that central thermo-receptors control RR. In addition, Findlay and Ingram (1961) found 

that peripheral thermo-receptors in the skin affect RR below ambient temperatures of 

40°C. Above this threshold temperature the thermo-receptors in the hypothalamus control 

RR. With increases in ambient temperatures and relative humidity, respiration rates and 

respiration depth in cattle change. Associated with an increase in RR is a decrease in 
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respiration depth until the animal starts panting. When body temperatures rise over 

critical values an increase of RR will become ineffective and cattle will decrease the 

breathing rate while increasing the breathing depth. This condition is known as "second 

phase breathing" (Bianca 1958) and must be seen as a critical status (Ansell 1981). 

Increasing RR is to a certain point an effective heat loss mechanism. The dead space 

ventilation increases and the body dissipates heat by evaporating water to the 

environment. This leads to a cooling effect in the oral and nasal cavities and decreases the 

temperature of the blood, which streams to the brain. Under field conditions, RR is highly 

correlated with solar radiation (Harris et al. 1960, Williams et al. 1960, Shafie and El 

Sheik 1970, Roman-Ponce et al. 1977, Roman-Ponce et al. 1981). 

Effects of heat on behavior 

During stress situations animals respond in three ways: with their behavior, 

autonomic or neuroendocrine systems (Moberg 1985). The most biologically cost 

effective response to a stressor is the animal's behavior because it can simply alleviate 

the effects of the stressor by avoiding it. Therefore, cattle naturally change their behavior 

during heat. On rangeland, cattle seek natural shade under trees during heat. In West 

Texas feedlots, shade stmctures are hardly ever in place and this makes it hard for the 

cattle to avoid direct solar radiation and to adapt their behavior (Hahn 1995). In addition 

to being unable to escape the hot environment by seeking shelter, the animals are fed 

high-energy diets, which increase their intemal metabolic heat load. In a 

thermoregulatory effort to lower the body heat, cattle immediately lower DMI, which 
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lowers metabolic rate, maintenance and growth and this results in decreased heat 

increment. Feeding frequency and duration per meal change during heat stress in a way 

that cattle feed more often but with altogether smaller meals (Hahn 1995). The effect is 

that DMI can drop to up to 35% during climatic stressful conditions in feedlot cattle 

(Conrad 1985). Several authors reported an increase in standing behavior of dairy cattle 

(Purwanto et al. 1994, Lin et al. 1998) and beef cattle during heat stress (McDaniel and 

Roark 1956). This is explained with the animal's attempt to maximize wind exposure and 

evaporation. 

Young (1993) modified and compiled earlier work by Ansell (1981) and Hsted the 

following behavioral and physiological symptoms of heat stress in order of increasing 

severity: 

1. Body alignment with solar radiation, 

2. Shade seeking, 

3. Refusal to lie down, 

4. Reduced feed intake, 

5. Crowding over water trough, 

6. Body splashing, 

7. High respiratory rates (100 to 120 per min), 

8. Agitation and restlessness, 

9. Reduced or stopped mmination, 

10. Grouping to seek shade from other cattle, 

11. Open-mouth and labored breathing. 
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12. Excess salivation, 

13. Ataxia/inability to move, 

14. Collapse, coma, 

15. Physiological failure or death. 

Cattle can cope until step 10. Beyond this point, cattle clearly show the inability 

to adapt. Hales and Finlay (1968) described rapid shallow breathing as adaptive during 

heat periods to evaporate moisture from the upper respiratory tract, whereas second-stage 

or open mouth breathing are clinical symptoms of severe distress, which must be treated 

immediately to avoid severe losses (Blackshaw and Blackshaw 1994). 

Prevention and treatment of heat stress in feedlot cattle 

Young (1993) recommended the use of preventative precaution methods to avoid 

heat stress in cattle: 

Use of thermally resistant breeds. 

Provision of solar shades. 

Increased animal spacing. 

Cooled drinking water, 

Water sprinklers. 

Once the actual heat stress symptoms are observed, a number of treatments can be used 

(Young 1993): 

• Air movement, 

• Cooled drinking water. 
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Shade, 

Water sprinkling. 

Change of feed. 

Minimize physical excertion, 

Release animals from close confinement. 

Environmental modifications 

Properties of radiation and effects of shade 

Shade blocks the direct solar beam radiation and reduces the total radiation by 60 

to 70% (Riemerschmid 1943), which reduces the heat load of catfle by 1400 kJ/h (Ittner 

et al. 1951). Therefore, shades are defined as thermal radiation shields (Buffington et al. 

1983), which do not lower ambient temperatures or humidity but reduce radiant heat 

(Boren et al. 1961). A shaded animal receives all but the direct-beam solar radiation. 

Approximately 20% of the total radiant spectmm under shade is diffuse short wave 

radiation (Garrett et al. 1967). Shades have to have certain design considerations: (a) 

height and ventilation, (b) roof and support constmction, (c) orientation, and (d) space. 

Shade height and ventilation 

Generally two opposing criteria have to be considered with respect to shade 

height: (a) the higher the shade, the greater the air movement undemeath it and (b) the 

lower the shade, the lower the difftise and reflected radiation (Buffington et al. 1983). An 

animal under high shade is exposed more to the sky and consequently receives more 
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diffiise solar energy and less long wave radiation compared to an animal under low 

shade. High shades have the advantage, that the animal can lose heat by radiation to the 

relatively cool sky, and not to the hot shade roof (Bond et al. 1967). 

Kelly et al. (1957) measured the radiant energy of surroundings under shades of 

different heights to which animals were exposed. They found that cattle under high shade 

were more comfortable by means of physiological measures than those under low shade. 

They explained this with an increase in heat loss due to radiation to the relatively cool 

sky. Early research on eleven different shade types was conducted in Califomia by Ittner 

and Kelly (1951). They found that raising the height of shades decreased the radiant heat 

the animals were exposed to due to the heat loss to the relatively cold sky. Garrett et al. 

(1967) quantified effects of different shade heights on physiological responses of cattle 

during hot weather. Garrett et al. (1967) as well as Bond et al. (1967) measured short-

and long wavelength radiation under 2 and 4 m shades and compared them to the 

unshaded control. Cattle under high shades received less long wavelength but more short 

wavelength radiation compared to cattle under the low shade. The animals' heat load 

decreased with increasing shade height. The length to width ratio generally varies from 

2:1 to 10:1 and the width should not exceed 15m to allow optimal ventilation (Buffington 

etal. 1983). 

Shade roof and support constmction 

Since the early work of Ittner and Kelly (1951) in Califomia, where they 

compared many shade types, only a few designs have been established as feedlot industry 
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standards. Shades are commonly provided in the desert areas of Arizona and Califomia 

where shade is considered imperative (Flam 1971). The one predominant shade type in 

those areas is a cable-shade system, which consists of galvanized steel sheets, 

sandwiched between cables under high tension (Buffington et al. 1983). The sheets are 

spaced with a gap of 10-20 cm. The advantage over solid roof shades lies in slightly 

lower initial costs, but the disadvantage in higher maintenance, especially due to the 

permanent tension on the end-posts. In the Southem Great Plains of the United States, 

feedlot operators do not use cable-roof constmctions because of strong winds. Instead, 

completely welded steel constmctions are used, which have a solid roof without gaps 

between the sheets. These constmctions are generally made of steel oil pipes, with an I-

beam or purlin roof constmction, and cormgated steel or aluminum panels on top. 

Ittner and Kelly (1951) compared several shade types in Imperial Valley, 

Califomia, under maximum temperatures of up to 47.8°C. In the order of preference and 

well-being of the cattle, desert or evaporative coolers were most effective, followed by 

wetted burlap cloth under galvanized steel, double roofs, hay covered shades, and 

galvanized steel roofs 4, 3 and 2.5 m high with the highest shade being the best. They 

found that the best protection from solar radiation was accomplished by the use of hay 

and straw due to their high insulating values, and low reflectances on the bottom surface 

of the shade. A big disadvantage, however, was the poor rain protection, and short life 

span of the material. However, those constmctions might be effective in blocking off 

radiation but their use is not feasible under practical production conditions. 
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Bond et al. (1954) and Kelly and Bond (1958) recommend the use of highly 

installed shades with simple aluminum roofs painted white on top (reflective) and if 

feasible dark at the underside (absorptive). Metal steel constmctions with black shade 

fabrics on top are hardly used in the feedlot industry (Buffington et al. 1983). These 

shade cloth fabrics filter 30 to 90% of the solar radiation and are relatively durable if 

installed under enough tension. Shade fabrics are low in initial costs, but high in 

maintenance. 

Orientation of the shade 

Shade orientation is a cmcial consideration. East-west orientation reduces the 

ground temperature because during the summer the shade hardly moves over the day. 

Shades with North-South orientation wander, which increases the drying of the feces and 

urine (Buffington et al. 1983). In winter, the percentage of sunlit area under the shade to 

achieve drying is very similar between both, east-west and north-south orientation. In 

arid-hot regions. East-West orientation of the shade with a height of at least 3 to 4 m 

would be preferable to (a) maintain a relative cool ground temperature and (b) to allow 

the wind to dry the ground (Armstrong 1994). Also, feed and watering facilities can be 

kept under the shade over the entire day (Ansell 1976). A sloped roof is needed for 

mnoff of precipitation. In the northem hemisphere the high side of the shade should be 

should be facing to the north and in the southem hemisphere to the south to archive 

maximum exposure to the relatively cool sky (Blackshaw and Blackshaw 1994). Shades 

under humid-hot conditions, as they are found, e.g., in Florida, should in contrast be built 
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with north-south orientation and have concrete floor to avoid wet patches undemeath the 

shade constmction (Armstrong 1994). 

Water sprinklers, misters and foggers 

Theoretically, water (being the liquid with the highest heat capacity) is a fine 

cooling agent but cooling cattle by sprays has not proved to be satisfactory. A rise in 

relative humidity in the air due to water spraying could make evaporation less effective. 

Sprinklers, although frequently used in commercial feedlots are primarily installed to 

lower dust concentrations. By wetting the skin, the animal can dissipate its body heat to 

the relatively cool water, which then evaporates. Early work by Kelly et al. (1955) 

showed that water sprinkling of beef cattle led to a 168g increase in average daily gain 

compared to the control. To enhance evaporation it is common practice to sprinkle in 

intervals, so that the water can evaporate. Lofgreen et al. (1973) studied the effects of 

water sprinklers on performance of beef cattle in Califomia. They sprinkled the cattle for 

60sec every 30min versus once every hour and found an improvement in DMI, ADG, 

and Feed:Gain ratio (F:G) when sprinkling in shorter intervals. Workers in Florida 

(Gamer et al. 1988) used intermittent sprinkling intervals (3 min every 30 min) and 

confirmed the improvement in average daily gain of 10% of sprinkled versus control 

cattle. The estimated costs of a sprinkler system were calculated to be $35/head of cattle, 

which is comparable to the costs of most shade systems. However, the use of 

approximately 8,000L of water to sprinkle 800 head per day make that solution 
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unattractive to most produces especially in the water deficient regions of the United 

States. 

The use of misters and foggers in commercial feedlots is unusual but experiment 

stations and especially dairies (Igono 1986, Igono et al. 1987, Aboulnaga et al. 1989, 

Tumer et al. 1989, Lin et al. 1998) use them to a wide degree. Misters produce bigger 

water droplets compared to foggers but smaller ones than sprinklers. The principle behind 

misters and foggers is that the water quickly evaporates, which cools the air but also 

raises humidity. The cattle inhale the cool air and lose heat by respiratory evaporation. 

Kelly et al. (1955) used water foggers for cattle and found that cattle in the fogger 

treatment performed worse than the control. They concluded that fogging decreased the 

evaporation by increasing the vapor pressure in the air. 

The use of misters, especially when being used continuously, must be seen critical 

for beef cattle, because the mister droplets are too big to evaporate and either settle on the 

ground and lead to wet bedding or to the formation of an insulating layer of air that forms 

between the fine droplets of water on the outer hair and the skin (Cancela et al. 1988). 

The latter causes additional heat buildup and thereby increased heat stress. 

In conclusion, most heat stress studies in cattle were conducted 20 to 40 years ago 

but the principles of thermoregulation in cattle are still applicable in modem feedlots. 

Studies of ethological and physiological indicators of heat stress in feedlot cattle are 

needed as well as studies of the biology of compensatory gain to allow managers to 

assess whether or not precautions or interventions are required during heat. 
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The older studies of environmental modifications for heat stressed cattle must be 

seen with precautions, because materials have changed considerably over the last 

decades, e.g., roofing materials for shades are lighter, more durable, and have improved 

physical characteristics (better insulation and reflection characteristics). Therefore, new 

materials should be tested and compared to achieve optimal protection for cattle during 

heat stress. 

Feedlot dust and the "Clean Air Act" 

Feedlot dust is not only a nuisance factor in production but also a health and 

environmental hazard for man and cattle (Sweeten 1975, Singh et al. 1994, Reynolds 

1997). West Texas lies in one of the areas with the highest wind erosion rates of the 

United States (Figure 2.3). Besides agricultural crop production, feedlots also contribute 

to high dust levels. Feedlots are known to exceed permitted dust concentration levels, 

which are defined in the Clean Air Act (CAA) from 1971, by a large margin (Sweeten et 

al. 1988). However, feedlots are not listed as a pollutant source in the CAA so far, but it 

is expected that this industry will be included into the inventory catalogs like most other 

industries are already. 

Generally, the enforcement procedures for air pollutants are defined in federal 

regulations and any concemed citizen can file a lawsuit against EPA and the air polluter 

for violation of the CAA. This provision of the CAA to sue a federal agency for failing to 

carry out a non-discretionary duty was new in US justice history. Congress decided on 

Dust concentration is the mass of particulate matter divided by the volume of air in which the matter 
is suspended, measured in mg/m^ (Gregory 1991). 
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this procedure because it anticipated that the federal government needs assistance to 

obtain broad enforcement of the CAA. To ensure that the CAA protects the environment 

the powerful tool "Citizen' Suit" was established so that violators would be brought to 

jusfice and that the EPA could fulfill its duties. From then on it was granted to every 

citizen to initiate an enforcement action in federal court to ensure adequate air quality in 

its environment. After a complaint of a citizen is filed, EPA is required to investigate the 

case by sending inspectors. As soon as violations are detected, the operators of the 

pollutant source will be asked to comply with regulations by stopping or lowering 

pollutant levels undemeath permitted levels. If compliance cannot be achieved, EPA is 

enabled and required to place operations under court-ordered schedules, to place fines, or 

even to close down facilities. These scenarios can be avoided for the feedlot industry by 

studying the causes of high dust concentrations in feedlots and by changing management 

practices, to reduce dust concentrations to acceptable levels. 

Presently, all major sources^ of air contaminants in Texas, except feedlots, are 

required to pay a penalty of U.S.$25 per ton of dust. EPA reported that a 10,000 head 

feedlot emits 1,275kg of dust per day, which totals in approximately 465 tons of fugitive 

dust per year. These figures applied to feedlots could already lead to severe penalties for 

the industry, but in addition to total emissions of total fugitive dust, EPA has issued 

thresholds standards for particulate matter with the size of 10 and 2.5 microns. 

^ A "major source" for air pollution is defined as an operation, which emits at least 100 tons of dust 
per. year. 
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Feedlot dust, aerial gases, and microbes 

Dust is a hazard to the health of humans and livestock in animal production 

systems (Sweeten et al. 1988). Of special concem are dust particles with a diameter of 

lOfxm and below and therefore, U.S. EPA (1987) has given out standards for particulate 

matter (PM) with the diameter of 10|j.m and below (PM-10) and 2.5^m and below (PM-

2.5). PM-10 is defined as the "thoracic" particle size and PM-2.5 as "fine" particles. The 

major constituents of atmospheric aerosols are sulfates, nitrates, carbonaceous 

compounds, water, hydrogen ions, and materials of cmstal origin. PM-10 particles are 

mainly generated from fugitive dust sources. PM-2.5 particles result largely from 

combustion of fuel or biomass, but the condensable components are largely made up by 

semi-volatile organic compounds that condense and form aerosol. Secondary PM-2.5 

particles are formed from heterogeneous chemical reactions that convert some common 

gaseous pollutants (with mainly sulfur and nitrogen origin) into very small particles (e.g., 

ammonium bisulfate and ammonium sulfate). It is known that in feedlots the ammonia 

and nitric acid levels are high and those compounds combine to ammonium nitrate, which 

is PM-2.5 size. However, U.S. EPA is currently in the process of developing a emissions 

inventory guidance for PM-2.5 based on strong evidence they have found between PM-

2.5 concentrations and hospital visits, missed work or school days, and in severe cases 

even death (Pacific Environmental Services 1998). 

Dust is known to be associated with a variety of etiologies in different species, 

including bacterial, fungal and viral infections, chronic coughing, pumlent nasal 
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discharge, airway hyperresponsiveness, bronchospasms, bronchitis and pneumonia 

(Heber et al. 1987, Feddes et al. 1989, Derksen and Woods 1994). 

The constituents of feedlot dust are of organic (excreta) and inorganic (soil) 

origin. As soon as the soil of the feedlot pen is covered with a manure pad, the majority 

of dust particles are fine fecal components, and urates of the excreta. A 450 kg steer 

produces about 25 kg of excreta per day. Bethea (1972) estimated the total excreta mass 

of a feedlot with a 30,000 head capacity to be 850 tons per day. The waste of a big 

feedlot is comparable with that of a major city. During the piling up-process of manure 

over time, the organic matter dries out and is kicked up by hoof action of the cattle, 

which then leads to high aerial dust concentrations. 

A very important aspect of dust with respect to odor generation or irritation of the 

respiratory tract of man and animals are its function as a carrier for gases or microbes 

(Curtis 1983). Gases associated with dust particles can affect respiration. In a dust free 

environment most ammonia does not reach the lungs because it is absorbed by water in 

the upper respiratory tract. Dust particles can serve as a carrier for ammonia and other 

gases as well as microbes. Particles smaller than 5}j.m are of particular concem because 

they can carry their microbial freight into the lower respiratory tract and cause irritation 

and respiratory disease. Curtis (1983) estimated that as many as 10,000 bacteria colonize 

on each dust particle. Aerial dust and bacterial levels in feedlots are closely and directly 

related with animal activity. Alexander et al. (1989) found that approximately 50% of the 

feeder cattle population's morbidity and mortality are related to lower respiratory disease. 

Even though the cause of most respiratory diseases like atypical interstitial pneumonia 
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(AIP) or bovine respiratory syncytial vims (BRSV) in feedlot cattle is not known (Collins 

et al. 1988), it was shown by McVean (1986) that fine dust particles function as carriers 

for microbes and vimses causing pneumonia. He reported 263 daily incidents of 

pneumonia per 10,000 head of cattle, which were highly correlated with the dust fraction 

having a particle size of 2.0 to 3.3|im. Dust particles smaller than 2.0fim were not 

correlated with numbers of pneumonia even though these particles penetrate furthest into 

the lung. It was suggested that those particles are exhaled with the expired air stream and 

deposit in the trachea and primary bronchi. The lung of healthy animals is protected by 

several effective defense systems, which keep the lower airways and alveoli sterile 

(McGrath and Wong 1998). After aerosols stimulate these defense systems, they react by 

mucociliary action in the tracheobronchial region, and inactive or kill viable bacteria in 

the alveoli. When chronic exposure to stimuli occurs, those systems can fail to work 

resulting in damaged lung stmctures and impaired immunocompetence of the lung. The 

body can react by dispersing the material systematically throughout the body via 

bloodstream or the lymphatic system, which then can lead to a widespread toxic effect 

(McGrath and Wong 1998). 

Mechanics of dust generation 

The majority of feedlot dust particles are generally dried cattle excreta. By the 

process of abrasion large-size aggregates split into smaller particles and finally into 

powdery dust. The mechanics of dust generation are (1) detachment or initiation of 

particle movement, (2) transportation, and (3) deposition. First, wind and/or hoof activity 
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affect shear stress, which causes the particles to move or even lift off the surface (Singh 

et al. 1994). Larger particles retum to the ground and hit aggregates causing abrasion and 

emission of fine particles. Particles strike the surface and trigger other particles into 

saltation or suspension. The magnitude of particle numbers increases with the downwind 

pen length. Once suspended in the air fine and mostly respirable dust particles can float 

for long time periods 1 to 2 m above the pen surface. In windy conditions, these particles 

are blown away and can contaminate the outside feedlot environment. These odorous 

manure clouds affect residential areas and can be the reason for a negative image and 

potential legal disputes. On days with low wind velocity and high cattle activity a dust 

cloud forms over the feedlot, covering the pens for hours. After those days, incidence of 

respiratory disease increase dramatically, a condition which producers call "dust 

pneumonia" (Maday 1997). After precipitation events, the feedlot pad gets at first muddy, 

then hard packed, and finally powdery. The normal response of feedlot managers is to 

continuously keep the moisture levels high (20-30%) by sprinkling with water, limiting 

space allowance per animal (to concentrate excreta on a smaller area) and by removing 

excess manure from the pen (USDA 1999). 

Dust control practices 

A survey of the National Animal Health Monitoring System (USDA 1999) 

showed that feedlot managers are aware of the dust problem and 93.1% of the large 

operations and 73.5% of the small operations implemented at least one dust control 

practice. The majority of feedlot operations make use of either permanent or mobile 
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water sprinklers (17.6 and 69.4%) to reduce dust. Mechanical scrapers to remove manure 

from the pens are used by 80.9% of all feedlots. Another method of dust control is to 

increase the stocking rate of cattle per pen to lower dust (Sweeten 1977). The idea behind 

this is to cover the feedlot pen with moisture from excreta to prevent the surface from 

drying out. About 24% of all feedlots use this method to control dust (USDA 1999). 

Sweeten et al. (1980) classified the feedlot manure pack into various strata, which 

need to be differentiated to implement treatment to affectively control the dust problem. 

These five horizontal layers can be identified based on color, texture, and presence of 

obvious shear planes: 

Zone 1 - Dry, loose surface manure; granular coarse to fine powdery texture. 

Zone 2 - Tightly compacted dry manure layer, slab texture. 

Zone 3 - Moist loosely-compacted layer; cohesive with low shear strength. 

Zone 4 - Moist interfacial manure/soil layer; charcoal appearance, black color, 

brittle, granular. 

Zone 5 - Soil. 

The dust problem mainly occurs when particles in the relative dry zone 1 are 

detached by wind or hoof activity. Sweeten (1991) determined that the most effective 

method of dust control is the application of water to zone 1, before the dust peak around 

7-8 PM occurs. Freshly deposited manure has moisture content of 35-50%, which is 

quickly reduced by mixing, aeration and solar radiation to the normal moisture content of 

between 7 to 10%. The main problem with increasing the moisture by applying water to 

the pens is that odors, number of flies, and microbial growth can increase. Therefore, 
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Sweeten (1991) suggested to balance the moisture content of the manure between 25 to 

35% by applying an initial rate of water of about 3.8 L/m /d. When the target moisture 

level is reached, approximately 2L/m^/d are recommended. For the water application, 

permanent (permanent sprinklers, fence line sprinklers, big gun sprinklers) and mobile 

(water tankers and water tmcks) equipment can be used. The greatest constraint for the 

application of water to the pen surface is that very large quantities of water are needed to 

cover the feedlot area. The amount of water needed for a feedlot with 30,000 head of 

cattle was quantified by Sweeten (1991) to be 2,000 tons per day. This enormous amount 

of water is simply not available in most of the feedlot regions of the United States and 

therefore, the method of controlling dust by sprinkling with water must be viewed 

critically to avoid the depletion of this scarce resource. 

The dust control method of increasing stocking rate from 60-100 m /animal to 

23m /animal is used to increase the moisture added to the feedlot surface in form of 

excreta (Sweeten 1991). A 450 kg steer produces approximately 0.2 cm of moisture per 

day to the pen surface. After rainfall or sprinkling, the evaporation rate of moisture on 

feedlot surfaces is about 0.5 cm per day. This figure is often increased by cattle hoof 

action (mixing effect) and wind velocity. The obvious problem is that the moisture added 

by cattle excreta is lower than the daily evaporation rate. It is also expected that a 

dramatic increase of stocking rates decrease performance. 

In conclusion, it is very likely that the feedlot industry will have to undergo 

changes in their environmental management practices to comply with federal regulations 

and to improve their image with society. It is to be expect that after emission inventories 
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for fine dust (PM-2.5) are conducted by EPA, feedlots will be included in the federal 

emission regulations like other industries are already. The feedlot industry therefore 

needs control methods for fine dust, which are feasible and do not waste scarce resources 

like water. Behavior of feedlot cattle is generally excepted to be a main factor in the 

detachment of particles from the ground at certain times of the day and contributes to 

high aerial dust concentrations. Ethological studies need to be conducted to investigate 

cattle behaviors which are associated with dust generation in feedlots and to redirect 

those behaviors as a management tool to reduce dust. 
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CHAPTER m 

BEHAVIORAL SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 

FOR FEEDLOT CATTLE 

Abstract 

Continuous observations are an accurate method for behavioral measurements but 

are difficult to conduct on large numbers of animals because of extensive labor 

requirements. Thus methods were sought to measure behavioral data in feedlot cattle 

production systems that reasonably approximated continuous sampling. Standing, lying, 

feeding, drinking, and walking behaviors were examined from 224 h of continuous video 

from 64 heifers. Experiment 1 (n = 24 heifers) compared continuous behavioral sampling 

techniques (CO) with scan sampling using intervals of 1, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 min and 

time sampling (a technique for the periodic recording of behavior) for the first 10 min out 

of every 60 min. Means for each scan sampling method did not differ in estimated 

percent duration of behaviors (P > 0.05) from continuous sampling except for scan 

sampling with a 60-min interval. Scan sampling with 60-min interval differed from more 

frequent scan sampling intervals for all behaviors except lying. Scan sampling with short 

intervals (1 and 5 min) was correlated highly with CO for all behaviors. The longer the 

scan interval, the lower the correlations, especially for behaviors with short duration. 

Time sampling was not an accurate technique for measuring the sampled behaviors. 

Focal animal sampling (using continuous sampling of individuals) indicated that one 

heifer was representative of the entire pen of 10 animals (CO) for all maintenance 
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behaviors except drinking. Scan sampling methods (1, 5, 10 and 15 min intervals) were 

accurate methods of behavioral sampling for feedlot cattle but scan intervals of 30 or 60 

min were less accurate and less precise. Time sampling was not an accurate method 

because it overestimated standing and underestimated lying behaviors. Experiment 2 (n = 

40 heifers) investigated the number of focal animals required to accurately represent 

continuous behavioral sampling for all animals. Focal animal sampling was accurate for 

most behaviors using as few as one animal out of 10, but not an accurate method for 

drinking behavior unless 40% of the animals in the pen were observed. Estimates of 

sample sizes needed for experimental protocols are provided. Behavioral means, standard 

deviations and coefficients of variation are presented along with estimates of required 

sample sizes. These results validate accurate, precise, and efficient methods for 

quantifying feedlot cattle behavior. 

Introduction 

Physiological analyses that seek to quantify animal responses must be validated in 

the laboratory to ensure that appropriate conclusions can be drawn from the data. 

Behavioral observations also are a type of "assay" that is used to quanfify animal 

biological responses. As with physiological measurements, methods of behavioral 

observation should be validated and selected based on the objectives of the particular 

study. The limitafions and advantages of different types of observational sampling 

methods of animal behavior have been examined by Altmann (1974), Amold-Meeks and 

McGlone (1986), Martin and Bateson (1993), and Lehner (1996). These techniques have 
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been discussed with regard to a range of animal species, such as mice, swine, and 

primates; however, there have been no studies of this nature conducted on cattle 

maintained under feedlot conditions. Sampling cattle behaviors under feedlot conditions 

demands a high degree of labor, equipment, and time. Large numbers of animals per pen 

(the usual experimental unit) makes it difficult to sample the entire population 

continuously. Therefore, altemative sampling techniques for the conditions of the feedlot 

environment need to be selected. The most widely used technique for behavioral 

observations of cattle is scan sampling (Ray and Roubicek 1971, Kondo et al. 1983, 

Gonyou and Stricklin 1984), although this method has not been validated for use in a 

feedlot situation. The objectives of our studies were: (1) to compare and validate scan 

sampling and time sampling with continuous sampling, (2) to determine the number of 

focal animals required to represent the entire population of animals for maintenance 

behaviors and (3) to estimate sample sizes required for feedlot cattle behavior research. 

Animals, material and methods 

Studies were conducted at the Texas Tech University's experimental feedlot in 

New Deal, TX. Animals were housed and used in accordance with the Guide for the Care 

and Use of Agricultural Animals used in Agricultural Research and Teaching (PASS, 

1999) and Texas Tech University Animal Care and Use Committee approved the project. 
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Animals 

In Experiment 1, 24 Charolais-cross heifers, approximately 10 to 12 months of 

age, were assigned randomly to 12 groups of 2 animals per pen. Concrete pens with 

partially slatted floor were used with a space allowance of 9 m /heifer. Feed was a 90% 

concentrate diet, fed once daily (10 AM), and water was available at all times. 

For experiment 2, 40 Charolais-cross heifers, 10 to 12 month old, were allocated 

randomly into 4 pens (10 animals/pen). Pens were dirt floored with a stocking density of 

50 m /̂ heifer. The heifers were bunk fed a 90% concentrate diet once a day (10 AM), and 

had free access to the feed and water. 

Materials and methods 

In both experiments, maintenance behaviors (standing, lying, feeding, drinking 

and walking) were recorded. Standing was considered to be an inacfive upright posture 

(no locomotion), whereas lying was defined as body contact with the ground. Feeding 

was defined to be head over or in the bunk, and drinking as the head over or in the water 

trough. Walking was defined as any change of body location within the pen. Behaviors 

were recorded in normal speed (30 frames/s) with a video system (Panasonic camera-

Model WV-CP412 and Panasonic video cassette recorder, Model 6730). 

Experiment 1: General methods 

Each animal in Experiment 1 was filmed for 6 h composed of 3, 2-h blocks. Each 

2-h block was filmed at different times and days in September, 1998. For example. 
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Animal 1 was observed from 1000-1200 h on day 1, 1200-1400 h on day 2 and 1400-

1600 h on day 3. This procedure prevented time-specific behaviors (e.g., lying) from 

dominating the dataset and provided raw data that represented different levels of activity. 

Out of a total of 144 1-h observations only 124 were used and these constituted the 

database. The acquisition of continuous data for both experiments was conducted by one 

trained person who viewed (30 frames/s) and entered the data from videotapes into the 

computer using the Observer® software (Noldus, Netherlands). 

Continuous sampling 

Martin and Batson (1993, p. 88) define continuous sampling as being an "...exact 

and faithful record of the behavior, measuring tme frequencies and durations and the 

times at which behaviour pattems stopped and started." Continuous sampling is the 

continuous recording of the behaviors an animal performs at any given time. In both 

experiments, continuous sampling (CO) was the control for validating the other sampling 

techniques. Tapes were reviewed at the speed in which they were recorded (30 frames/s). 

Scan sampling 

Scan sampling describes which behavior an animal (or a group of animals with 

each animal in tum) exhibits at a fixed time interval (Colgan 1978). In Experiment 1, 

continuous data were used to create the scan sample data set. Selected data points within 

the continuous data set were extracted and used to create a scan sample data set, i.e., 

every 60 second was used to create the scan sample for a 1-min interval. Behaviors were 
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analyzed at scan intervals of 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 min. To represent behavior over an 

entire hour, scan samples were multiplied by the appropriate factor (1 min data were 

multiplied by 60, 5 min data by 12, and so on). Durations (per hour) of each behavior 

were converted to a percentage of the total time, and these percentages were then square 

root-arcsine transformed to a achieve normal distribution. Transformed data were 

analyzed using the General Linear Model in SAS (1988). The treatments were the 

individual sampling techniques: continuous, and scan sampling. The model included 

animal, pen, treatment, and the treatment*animal interaction. The error term 

treatment*animal was used to test treatment effects. Residual error was used to test all 

other effects. Two-tailed t-tests were used to separate treatment means following a 

significant overall F-test. Pearson product correlations (SAS 1988) were used to correlate 

duration of behavior from scan samples with continuous observations. 

Time sampling 

In time sampling, only a portion of the total behavioral observation time is 

recorded (Amold-Meeks and McGlone 1986). In Experiment 1, the duration (s) of the 

behaviors within the first 10 min of each hour were continuously measured and the 

average then multiplied by 6. These data were then correlated to averages of the 

continuous 1 h sampling. The least squares means and standard deviations of the 

transformed (square root-arcsine transformation) data were calculated using GLM 

procedure in SAS (1988). Again, Pearson product correlations were used to correlate 

duration of behavior for time sampling versus CO. 
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Experiment 2: General methods 

In Experiment 2, 40 heifers were filmed over 2 h (from 1000-1100 and from 

1300-1400 h) on the same day. The video recorder filmed at 30 frames/s. Heifers were 

fed and housed as described previously. 

Focal sampling 

Focal sampling is the random selection of one or a few animals out of a 

population with the continuous recording of their behaviors. These samples are intended 

to represent the behaviors of the entire group (Jensen et al. 1986). To determine the 

number of focal animals needed to represent behavior of an entire group of 10 animals, 

the video records were analyzed for 10 individual animals. Percent duration of each 

behavior (of 1 to 9 animals) was compared to the total group of 10 animals. The data 

were square root-arcsine transformed, and least squares means and standard errors 

calculated using GLM procedure in SAS (1988). Least squares means were compared 

using the predicted difference test within the LSMEANS option of GLM. 

Sample size estimates 

Before studies are initiated, it is pmdent to estimate the number of replications 

(N) required to detect an expected difference among means. Basic Student's t-tests were 

conducted, using the standard deviation estimated from continuous data collection, to 

estimate the N required. The P-value was set at 0.05 and differences among means were 
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set at 10, 25, and 50 % (treatment vs. control). Calculations were performed using either 

the animal or the pen as the experimental units because of different standard deviations 

for pen or animal based measurements. 

Results 

Scan and time sampling: comparison of means 

Table 3.1 shows the least squares means, standard errors and probabilities for 

behaviors comparing different sampling techniques. Means for scan sampling with scan 

intervals of 1, 5, 10 or 15 min were similar to CO for all behaviors. A scan interval of 30 

min was similar to all behaviors except walking (P < 0.001). Most scan methods 

determined the time spent lying and standing accurately and were not different from CO. 

The only exception was scan sampling, using the 60 min interval, which not only differed 

from CO for standing behavior (P < 0.001), but also for feeding, drinking and walking (P 

< 0.05). Comparison of least squares means for time sampling with CO showed 

significant differences for means of standing and lying behavior. Time sampling 

overestimated standing (P<0.01) and underestimated lying behavior (P<0.01). Percentage 

of time spent drinking, feeding and walking were similar between time sampling and CO 

(P > 0.05). 

Scan and time sampling: correlations 

Correlations between scan and time sampling with CO are presented in Table 3.2 

Behaviors measured with 1-min scan samples were highly correlated with CO (r > 0.97; 
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P < 0.01). For standing, lying, and feeding behaviors scan sampling measured in 5 and 10 

min intervals correlated moderately (r > 0.82; P < 0.01) with CO. Correlations between 

the 15 min scan and CO were moderate for standing and lying behaviors (r > 0.83; P < 

0.01). Scan sampling for 5, 10 and 15 min correlated moderately with CO for drinking 

and walking (r < 0.80; P < 0.01). Scan sampling at 30 min intervals and CO showed a 

low correlation (r < 0.36; P < 0.01) and scan sampling with a 60 min interval was non 

estimable because drinking and walking scans were zero (behaviors were not recorded 

during the scan moments). Low correlations also were found between time sampling and 

CO for all behaviors (r < 0.63; P < 0.01). 

Focal animal sampling: comparison of means 

The five behaviors were compared between 1 through 9 focal animals and the 

total of 10 heifers per pen (Table 3.3). For all behaviors, no differences in percent time 

were found for 4 to 9 focal animals compared with that of 10 heifers. Percent time for 

drinking behavior was different (P < 0.01) for 1 to 3 focal animals compared with means 

for 10 heifers per pen. 

Sample size estimates 

Estimate of means, standard deviations, coefficients of variation (CV) and 

replications needed are presented in Table 3.4. The number of replications required to 

detect a 10, 25, or 50% difference among means varied from 2 for lying and feeding with 
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pen as the experimental unit and 25 or 50% difference to 3,600. Drinking and walking 

required a very large number of replications due to the very high CV values. 

Discussion 

As with any laboratory assay, requirements for accurate methods to measure cattle 

behavior should include a high correlation and a similar mean to some standard. In most 

behavioral studies the standard is continuous sampling. Continuous all-animal behavioral 

sampling in beef cattle feedlots is extremely difficult to perform because of the high 

number of animals per pen (10 to 200) and the low frequency of occurrence and short 

duration of some behaviors. This study used continuous analysis of behavior for both 

experiments as the standard to compare to other, less time and labor intense sampling 

methods. 

The results from this study show that scan sampling techniques with relatively 

short interval length (1, 5, 10 or 15 min) were accurate and precise for measuring long 

duration behaviors of standing, lying, and feeding behaviors but were less precise for 

short duration behaviors like drinking and walking. Scan sampling techniques with long 

intervals (e.g., 30 or 60 min) were generally neither accurate nor precise for measuring 

behaviors with short durations. Scan sampling with a 60-min interval was an 

inappropriate sampling technique for behaviors because of it lacked accuracy and 

precision in predicting CO. These findings support the conclusions of Jensen et al. (1986) 

and Martin and Bateson (1995) that scan sampling methods can provide an unbiased 
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estimate of percent of time of the behavior studied when the scan interval is short enough 

relative to the duration of the behavior being studied and enough animals are sampled. 

Several authors have used scan sampling with broader intervals to measure 

behavior in feedlot cattle. Ray and Roubicek (1971) recorded feeding, drinking and 

walking using 1-h intervals. In a feedlot cattle behavior study, Gonyou and Stricklin 

(1984) also performed scan sampling at a 1-h interval for standing, lying, feeding and 

drinking in one trial but CO for standing, lying, eating, drinking, licking and scratching 

(self), cross-grooming and engaging in agonistic behaviors in a second trial. Our results 

indicate that the scan sampling technique with intervals of not more than 15 min was 

accurate for behaviors with long duration (lying, standing and also feeding); however, 

behaviors with short duration (walking, drinking) had low correlations with the CO 

methods. Scan samples of 30 or 60 min are only suitable for measuring lying behavior of 

feedlot cattle. 

Time sampling demonstrated unacceptably low correlations for all behaviors with 

CO when pens were sampled for 10 min/h. Similar findings have been reported in pigs 

(Amold-Meeks and McGlone 1986). Using time sampling with a 10-min period, one 

could observe 6 animals or pens of animals per hour. In that same time, many more pens 

could be observed with greater accuracy using scan sampling, thereby allowing collection 

of more experimental units per hour at a greater accuracy than with time sampling. 

The number of focal animals that represented the entire pen of 10 animals 

accurately for feeding, standing, and lying behaviors was as few as one animal out of ten. 

Thus, by observing one animal per ten, one can accurately record certain behaviors of the 
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group of animals. For drinking behavior, which has a short duration and high individual 

variation, at least 4 focal animals out of ten were required to get an accurate 

representation of all animals in the pen. 

To assist future investigators, minimum number of replications needed for 

sampling cattle behavior in the feedlot environment were calculated (Table 3.4). The 

number of replicates depends on many factors, including the difference in treatment 

means expected, the variation and whether the experimental unit (EU) is the animal or the 

pen. From the data in Table 3.4 it is clear that the number of EU needed was much 

greater when the animal was the EU because the variation among animals was much 

higher than the variation among pens of feedlot cattle (note SD in Table 3.4). For 

infrequent behaviors like drinking and walking, the number of replications needed to 

detect a meaningful biological difference is quite high and use of methods other than 

those reported here might be required to obtain useful information. If the assumptions we 

used vary, then the estimates of sample size would vary too. Animal care and use 

committees could use these estimates of required sample size as a first approximation. 

In conclusion, scan sampling was an accurate ethological sampling method for 

feedlot cattle for behaviors with long duration. Even when a scan sample was collected 

once per 15 min, standing, lying and feeding were accurately estimated compared with 

continuous observation. However, this method was less accurate in the measurement of 

behaviors with short duration like drinking and walking as can be seen in the low 

correlations with the continuous samples ~ accuracy of scan sampling decreased with 

longer sampling intervals. 
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Time sampling correlated poorly with continuous data for all measured behaviors. 

Even behaviors with long duration were not accurately reflected in the time sampling 

data set. The mean for standing was overestimated, and lying behavior was 

underestimated. Focal animal sampling was accurate for most behaviors using as few as 

one animal out of 10 animals in a pen. Focal animal sampling was not an accurate 

method for drinking behavior unless 40% of the animals in the pen were observed. 

Unlike other behaviors (e.g., feeding), drinking behavior was not synchronized within the 

group of feedlot cattle. 
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Table 3.3 Means and standard errors for percentages of behaviors when comparing all 
animals versus sub samples of focal animals by using the t-test. 

Number of 

Focal Animals 

All animals 

(N=10) 

9 

8 

7 

Standing 

23.35±3.52 

23.91±3.77 

25.38±4.10 

24.48±4.15 

B 

Lying 

46.95±6.19 

48.07±6.52 

45.08±6.86 

44.42±7.21 

eh av i or 

Feeding 

21.16±4.02 

18.95±3.80 

20.13±4.11 

21.14±4.49 

Drinking 

2.14±0.96 

2.38±1.06 

2.64±1.19 

2.79±1.36 

Walking 

6.40±0.97 

6.68±1.06 

6.77±1.09 

7.17±1.21 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

23.64i:4.56 46.71±7.59 21.62±5.06 2.00±1.14 6.03±0.84 

25.33±5.32 43.26±8.36 22.^8+5.37 2.33±1.36 6.30±0.88 

27.12±6.31 42.37±9.49 22.69±6.44 1.46±1.03 6.36±0.99 

23.63±6.42 45.97±10.53 23.80±7.85 0.14±0.0r* 6.46±1.18 

27.52±8.79 40.17±13.05* 24.65±10.55 0.21±0.14** 7.46±1.35 

26.06±13.11 35.31±20.81 29.84±18.87 0.17±0.17** 8.61±1.76 

* p<0.05 

"P<0.01 
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CHAPTER IV 

SHADE AND WATER MISTING EFFECTS ON BEHAVIOR, 

PHYSIOLOGY, PERFORMANCE AND CARCASS TRAITS 

OF HEAT STRESSED FEEDLOT CATTLE 

Abstract 

One hundred twelve crossbred feedlot heifers were used in two experiments in the 

summers of 1998 and 1999 to assess the impact of heat stress and its relief by shade and 

(or) water misting on behavior, physiology, performance, and carcass traits. Treatments 

were: (1) no shading or misting (CONT); (2) only misting (MIST); (3) only shading 

(SHADE); and (4) shading and misting (SHMI). Head in feed bunk, head in/or above 

waterer, walking, standing, and lying behaviors were observed using a 10-min scan 

sampling method. Rectal temperature, respiration rate, and carcass traits were measured 

as well as DM intake, total body weight, ADG, gainifeed, and dietary NEm and NEg 

concentrations calculated from performance data. In Exp. 1, the heifers in CONT spent 

more time lying down than all others (P < 0.01). Cattle in CONT spent less time (P < 

0.01) standing than SHADE and MIST cattle. Misting lowered (P < 0.01) rectal 

temperature and misting as well as shading lowed respiratory rates in heifers (P < 0.05). 

In Exp. 2, lying and walking behaviors did not differ among treatments, but shade 

increased (P < 0.01) standing behavior in heifers. Misted cattle performed less (P < 0.05) 

head-above-waterer behavior than immisted cattle. Rectal temperatures did not differ 

among treatments, but respiratory rate was lower in SHADE than in imshaded heifers 
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(P < 0.05). Shaded compared with unshaded heifers had higher DM intake (9.46 vs. 8.80 

± 0.14kg/d, P < 0.01) and ADG (1.6 vs. 1.4 ± O.lkg/d, P < 0.01). Heifers provided with 

shade reached their target weight 20 d earlier than the unshaded heifers and differed in 

final body weight (547 vs. 520 ± 6kg, P < 0.01). Gainifeed, and calculated NEg and 

NEm concentrations were similar among treatments. Carcass traits were largely similar 

among treatments. In conclusion, cattle without shade had a physiological and behavioral 

stress response to heat that negatively affected productivity. Providing shade was a 

suitable solution to decrease heat stress and lower the negative effects of heat on 

performance, whereas misting was largely ineffective. 

Introduction 

Chronic heat stress can substantially affect beef cattle productivity (Hahn 1999). 

During hot periods, cattle show signs of disrupted behavior, impaired physiological 

fimctions, and increased incidences of morbidity (Morrow-Tesch and Hahn 1994). A 

coping strategy of cattle during heat stress is to reduce metabolic heat production by 

lowering feed intake, which has adverse effects on productivity. Environmental 

modifications can help to maintain feed intake, and even decrease the heat load. Ray 

(1990) summarized several environmental modifications (shading, sprinkling, misting, 

and fogging) to cool down heat stressed beef cattle in Arizona and Califomia. In West 

Texas, these cooling modifications are generally not used in commercial feedlots. The 

efficacy of cooling techniques has not been determined in West Texas. The objectives of 

the two experiments reported here were to determine the effects of shade and/ or water 
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misting on behavior, physiology, performance, and carcass traits of feeder cattle during 

hot summer months. 

Animals, materials and methods 

The study was conducted at the Texas Tech University's experimental feedlot in 

New Deal, Texas over a period of two summers. Exp. 1 took place from 09/20/1998 until 

10/17/1998 and Exp. 2 from 06/23/1999 until 10/13/1999. Animals were housed and used 

in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Agricultural Animals used in 

Agricultural Research and Teaching (PASS 1999) and the Texas Tech University Animal 

Care and Use Committee approved the project. 

The 16 pens, which were used, for both experiments had concrete, partially slatted 

floor and an area of 18m . Waste fell through the slatted floor and was collected in 

flushing tanks at the end of the alleyway. Fences were built with metal pipe construction 

and secured to the concrete floor. Concrete feed bunks were used and one water trough 

(with float activated water supply) was shared by two pens. 

Treatments were arranged factorially and included: (1) no shading or misting 

(CONT), (2) only misfing (MIST), (3) only shading (SHADE), and (4) shading and 

misting (SHMI). The same treatments and pens were used for both experiments. Ten pens 

(eight treatment and two buffer pens) were shaded with black 80% light occluding 

polypropylene shade cloth. A PVC-construction was built to allow the shade to cover 

two-thirds of the area of the experimental pen and the shade material was fixed at a 

height of four meters from the slatted floors. Conventional water misters were used. 
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which delivered IL water per minute with a droplet diameter of 50 microns. Misters were 

turned on as soon as ambient temperatures exceeded 32°C and kept operating until 

temperatures droped under this temperature threshold. 

The research feedlot was situated in an area with dry steppe climate and mild 

winters. Mean annual precipitation is 465 mm with most of the precipitation occurring 

from April through October. Weather data including precipitation, wind speed and 

direction, relative humidity, solar radiation and temperature were recorded at the site by a 

Campbell Scientific 2IX micro logger weather monitoring station (Dallas, TX) 

In Exp. 1, 32 Charolais-cross heifers, approximately 10 to 12 months of age, were 

randomly assigned to 16 groups of 2 animals per pen. Feed was a 90% concentrate diet, 

fed once daily (lOOOh), and water was available at all times (Table 4.6). 

In Exp. 2, a total of 80 heifers were used of which 48 were Angus-cross and 32 

Charolais-cross heifers. The same pens as in Exp. 1 were used in Exp. 2 but with 5 

instead of 2 heifers/pen. All animals were 10 to 12 months of age and came from a single 

source in Califomia. Before transport from Bovina, Texas, they were implanted with 

Ralgo (Sobering), and received injections of vitamins A and D (Bayer), Vision 7 (Bayer), 

IBR/BVD (Pfizer), and Dectomax 1% (Pfizer). 

After arrival at the experimental feedlot, the heifers were individually weighed 

and identified with ear tags. Animals were then placed in three large dirt-floored pens 

where they stayed for three weeks to adapt to the high concentrate ration. On day 0 of the 

trial, the heifers were weighed again, randomly selected and divided into their pen groups 

following stratification by breed and body weight. Every feedlot pen received 3 Angus-
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cross and 2 Charolais-cross heifers. On day 0, the average heifer weight was 336kg. On 

day 56, heifers were reimplanted with Revalor H (Intervet). Animals were bunk fed a 

90% concentrate diet once a day (lOOOh), and had free access to feed and water. 

Performance 

In Exp. 1, heifers were weighed every week and average daily gains calculated. In 

Exp. 2, catfle were weighed on day 0, 28, 56, 84, 112, and 131 of the study. Average 

daily gain (kg/d) was calculated for each month and over the entire study. Feed intake per 

pen (experimental unit) was measured daily and dry matter percentage weekly to 

calculate dry matter intake. Average daily gain and dry matter intake were used to 

calculate feed efficiency. On day 131, heifers were weighed and then transported to a 

commercial packing plant for processing. 

Carcass Traits 

In Exp. 1, no carcass traits were measured. In Exp. 2, 77 out of the initial 80 

heifers were used for carcass measures collected at day 131. Two heifers were 

prematurely euthanized after injury and another one taken out of the study because of a 

disease problems (severe diarrhea). 

Post-mortem carcasses were chilled at 0°C for approximately 36h, after which 

carcass characteristics and USDA quality and yield grades were obtained. The measured 

carcass parameters were actual and adjusted preliminary yield grades (mm), kidney 

pelvic and heart fat (%), rib eye area (cm^), and hot carcass weight (kg). 
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These parameters were then used to calculate the final yield grade following the 

regression formula: 

FYG = APYG+((1 l-REA)*0.3)+((KPH-3.5)*0.2)+((HCW-600)*0.004), where 

FYG = Final yield grade, 

APG = Adjusted preliminary yield grade, 

REA = Rib eye area, 

KPH = Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat, 

HCW = Hot carcass weight. 

The actual preliminary yield grade described the amount of extemal fat on a 

carcass based on thickness of fat over the longissimus dorsi muscle. This value was then 

adjusted, if necessary, to reflect if the carcass showed unusual amounts of fat elsewhere, 

and this measure was named adjusted fat thickness. The kidney, pelvic, and heart fat 

(KPH) included kidney knob, lumbar and pelvic fat in the loin and round, and the heart 

fat in the brisket and chuck area. The longissimus dorsi area was measured by means of a 

grid. The hot carcass weight (HCW) was the weight of the carcass as it exits the slaughter 

floor to be chilled. Meat data were also analyzed with hot carcass weight as a covariate to 

determine if differences in HCW affected other parameters. 

Behavior 

Before the main behavioral observations started, a pilot study was conducted to 

determine the necessity of conducting night observations of behaviors. Because heifers 

primarily showed lying behavior during the night, only day light observations were 
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conducted. Therefore, maintenance behaviors (standing, head in the feed bunk, lying, 

drinking and walking) were measured during the daylight hours in both experiments. 

Standing was considered to be an inactive upright posture (no locomotion). From the 

video recorder and also during live observations, it was impossible to distinguish between 

feeding and just standing at the bunk. Instead this behavior, which involved at least 

feeding and shade seeking was defined as "head in the bunk." Lying was defined as body 

contact with the ground and drinking, with the same challenge as feeding, was defined as 

the head over or in the water trough. Walking was defined as any change of body location 

within the pen. 

Each of the 32 heifers in Exp. 1 was continuously video-filmed (Panasonic 

camera-Model WV-CP412 and Panasonic video cassette recorder. Model 6730) for 12h 

(0800-2000h) over 3 days in August 1998. Two trained persons viewed (30 frames/s) and 

analyzed the 1,152 video-hours in lOmin scan sampling intervals using the Observer 

software (Noldus, Netherlands). Data were expressed as percentage of observations 

engaged in each mutually exclusive behaviors. 

In Exp. 2, two trained persons measured maintenance behaviors by live 

observations monthly. During the daylight hours (0800-2000 h), the five behaviors of the 

80 heifers were directly entered into a PC spreadsheet at lOmin scan intervals. Data were 

again expressed as a percentage of total observations. 
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Physiology 

In both experiments, rectal temperature of the heifers was measured during the 

weighing procedure in the squeeze chute using a digital thermometer. In Exp. 1, rectal 

temperature was measured once per week, and in Exp. 2, once per month. The digital 

thermometer data were compared to a standard mercury thermometer to test for accuracy 

and only a low standard deviation was found (0.05°C). 

In Experiments 1 and 2, respiratory rates were measured in two heifers per pen 

once weekly by counting the animal's flank movements per minute. In Exp. 2, one 

Angus-cross and one Charolais-cross heifer per pen were randomly chosen and their 

respiration rate measured once per week at 1300h. 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis 

In both experiments, the experimental design was a completely randomized 

design with a 2 x 2 factorial arrangement of the four treatments: (1) no shading or 

misting, (2) only misting, (3) only shading, and (4) shading and misting. Four replications 

were used per treatment in each experiment (Exp. 1 and Exp. 2). For all performance, and 

meat measures as well as for rectal temperature, the model was a completely randomized 

design with a 2 x 2 factorial arrangement of treatments. The general linear model 

procedures in SAS (1988) were used for analyses. The model included the effects of 

shade, misting, shade by misting. The pen was the experimental unit. 
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Respiration rate was analyzed as a split plot in both experiments to determine the 

day effect. In Exp. 2, breed type and breed type by treatment interactions were included 

in the analysis. 

For behavioral data, the model included shade, misting, shade by misting, day and 

time of day. Durations (per hour) of each behavior were converted to a percentage of the 

total time per hour, and these percentages were then square root-arcsine transformed to 

achieve a normalized distribution. Transformed behavior data were analyzed as a 

complete randomized design, with a 2 x 2 factorial arrangement of treatments, split split 

plot. The first split represented the monthly observations. The second split represented 

the time of day. For all measures, the predicted difference test in the GLM procedure 

(SAS 1988) was used to separate means when the overall F-value was significant. 

Results 

Performance 

In Exp. 1, only average daily gain was analyzed and no differences between 

treatments were found (Table 4.3). 

The overall performance results of Exp. 2 are presented in Table 4.4. After 

stratification and random assignment of the heifers at d 0, their initial weight averaged at 

336kg per pen. The final weight at d 131 was 27kg/hd (520kg vs. 547kg, respectively) 

higher (P<0.01) for the shaded versus unshaded heifers and shaded heifers reached their 

target weight 19.4 days earlier than cattle without shade (Figure 4.1). Dry matter intake 

was 7% higher (8.80 vs. 9.46kg/d, P<0.01) in shaded versus unshaded heifers. Average 
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daily gain (ADG) was 11.8% higher (P<0.01) in shaded versus unshaded cattle (1.41 vs. 

1.60kg/d). F:G was 6.3 versus 5.9kg (unshaded vs. shaded heifers, P = 0.086). Net 

energy for metabolism and gain were similar among treatments. Water misting had no 

effect on performance and no interactions between misting and shading were found for 

performance measures. 

Carcass Traits 

The HCW of the shaded heifers was 16 kg higher than the unshaded heifers (322 

vs. 338kg, P < 0.01; Table 4.5). Actual fat thickness and adjusted fat thickness where 

higher (P < 0.05) among shaded versus unshaded heifer carcasses. KPH, REA, 

quantitative quality grade, and final yield grade were not different among treatments. 

Carcasses graded very high (on average low choice with small marbling). When analyzed 

with HCW as a covariate, carcass traits remained unaffected by treatment. 

Behavior 

In Exp. 1, shading or misting had no significant main effects on behavior, but the 

shade by mist interaction influenced standing and lying behaviors (Table 4.1). Heifers in 

CONT performed about half the amount of standing behavior (17% of the total time) 

compared to MIST (34%), and SHADE (39%). In contrast to that, heifers in CONT spent 

more (P < 0.01) time (62%) lying than MIST (46%), SHADE (44%), and SHMI (51%) 

cattle. Head-in/above-the-bunk, head in/above waterer and walking behavior were not 

different among treatments. 
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In Exp. 2, (Table 4.2) standing behavior was affected by shade (P < 0.01) and 

head over/or in the waterer behavior by mist (P < 0.05). Lying, standing at the bunk, 

walking and social behaviors were similar among treatments. Percent time lying (Figure 

4.2) head in/above the bunk (Figure 4.3) as well as head in/above the waterer (Figure 4.4) 

differed for all treatments among observation days (P < 0.01). For lying, standing, and 

head in/above the bunk, interactions between shade and date were detected (P < 0.01, 

Appendix). Head-in/above-bunk behavior also showed interaction of MIST by date (P < 

0.01, Appendix). Finally standing, and lying behavior showed three way interactions of 

SHADE by MIST by date (P < 0.01). 

Physiology 

In Exp. 1, misted heifers had lower (P < 0.01) rectal temperatures than non-misted 

cattle (Table 4.3). In Exp. 2, rectal temperature did not differ among treatments but did 

between breeds. Angus-cross heifers had slighfly lower rectal temperatures than 

Charolais-cross heifers (39.61 vs. 39.88 ± 0.04 °C, P < 0.05). 

In Exp. 1, the average respiratory rate was lower (P < 0.05) among misted than 

non-misted heifers (Table 4.3). The lowest respirafion rate was found in SHMI heifers 

and the highest in CONT heifers (P < 0.01). 

In Exp. 2, the main plot analysis (Figure 4.4) showed, that heifers in MIST had 

the highest and in SHMI the lowest averaged respiration rate (P < 0.05). Respirafion rates 

in SHADE and CONT were similar. Over the period of twelve weeks, respiration rates 

showed fluctuations (Figure 4.6) and were lower for the first 9 weeks for shaded versus 
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unshaded heifers (P < 0.05). At the end of the study in October 1999 (Period 10-12), 

respiration rates were the same for shaded and unshaded cattle. The results of the analysis 

of the effect of breed on RR are presented in Figure 4.7. Charolais-cross and Angus-cross 

heifers show similar RR when no shade was provided (98 vs. 95 breaths/min). Shade 

reduces RR more (P < 0.01) for Charolais-cross than for Angus-cross heifers (80 vs. 

73breaths/min). 

Discussion 

Performance 

Heat stress is known for its potential to affect mortality and performance in cattle. 

During a heat wave in the Midwestern United States in 1995, over 4000 cattle died 

because of its direct effects (Hahn and Mader 1997). Economically, these animal deaths 

caused direct losses of U.S.$2.8 million, but indirect costs were an additional U.S.$25.2 

million from reduced performance. Performance effects are mainly due to a drop in dry 

matter intake, which generally occurs when ambient temperatures exceed 25°C (Morrison 

1983, Hahn et al. 1992, Hahn 1995). Morrison and Lofgreen (1979) studied beef cattle 

responses under controlled conditions (climate chamber) by using three different climatic 

regimes (20.3, 24.1 and 29.3°C). The two extreme treatment groups (20.3 and 29.3°C) 

showed heat stress induced reductions in dry matter intake (DMI) of 11%, average daily 

gain (ADG) of 15% and feed:gain rafio (F:G) of 7%. Shaded versus unshaded heifers in 

my study showed reductions in DMI of 7%, ADG of 11.8% and F:G of 6%. The biggest 

difference between the controlled condition study of Morrison and Lofgreen and our field 
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study were found in DMI, whereas differences among stressed and unstressed cattle in 

ADG and F:G were similar between the controlled study and ours. 

Lofgreen et al. (1973) studied the effects of sprinkling (not misting) on heat 

stressed beef cattle and found increases in feed intake and average daily gains of 

sprinkled versus unsprinkled control animals. In contrast, water misting in our study did 

not affect performance of heat stressed cattle. We speculate that sprinkling may be more 

effective than misting at ameliorating the effects of heat stress. 

Compensatory growth is known to occur after feed restriction (Yambayamba et al. 

1996), but also generally expected to occur after periods of heat stress in cattle. Hahn et 

al. (1974) studied compensatory growth under thermo-neutral (20^0), high (30.9°C) and 

very high temperature conditions (37.7°C) in climate chambers. They reported that 

heifers stressed at 30.9°C showed compensatory gains two weeks after the strain was 

relieved. Heifers under severe heat stress conditions (37.7°C) did not gain at all during 

the heat and after the strain was over, they showed parallel growth curves compared to 

the unstressed control animals (no compensatory gain). In our study, the shaded heifers 

showed consistently higher body weights than the unshaded ones. From dl 12 until dl31 

the difference in body weight was not increasing but both body weight lines ran parallel 

(Figure 4.1), which confirms the findings of Hahn et al. (1974) that compensatory gain 

and fiill recovery does not occur after long lasting severe heat stress conditions. In the 

same study, Hahn et al. also found differences in body weight of 20 kg between stressed 

and unstressed animals (after a heat strain period of 42 d and followed by a 14 d recovery 

period). In our study, the difference in body weight between shaded and unshaded heifers 
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was 27 kg at d 131 and the unshaded animals never showed compensatory gains. Thus, 

the controlled chamber work of Hahn et al. (1974) was confirmed and extended in our 

work in a feedlot environment during hot weather. Clearly, the summertime heat loads in 

this work were sufficiently extreme to lower performance (ADG) to the extent that cattle 

could not compensate for over the 131 d trial (Figure 4.1). 

Carcass Traits 

Hahn et al. (1974), in their climate chamber studies, found 0.5% less kidney, 

pelvic and heart fat of heat stressed versus control steers. Heavier carcass weights were 

expected in our trials and it can only be speculated that shade affected the fat metabolism 

because of the differences in fat thickness. However, these differences did not lead to 

differences in the final yield grade and were therefore not relevant by means of carcass 

value. In our study, using the feedlot environment carcass traits were largely not affected 

by heat stress. 

Behavior 

Under the conditions of an experimental feedlot with very limited space 

allowance per heifer and no environmental enrichments, behaviors are mainly limited to 

maintenance behaviors like feeding, drinking, walking, standing and lying. No behavior 

studies of cattle under comparable experimental feedlot conditions were reported in the 

literature, but in commercial feedlots heat stressed cattle are known to excessively 

increase standing. Results for standing behavior in our study were not consistent over the 
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two experiments of our study, but excessive standing was not found among control cattle 

compared with shaded cattle. It proved to be difficult to measure feeding behavior, 

because the unshaded cattle sought shade in the feeding bunk. Therefore, head-in/over-

bunk behavior was not only feeding, but also shade seeking behavior. Similarly, head 

in/over water trough behavior did not only describe drinking but also body splashing with 

water. Heat stressed cattle in feedlots are known to increase drinking and body splashing 

but again, such results were not found in our study. Altogether the behavioral measures 

were not suited to detect differences in heat tolerance across treatments. A main reason 

might be the smaller pens, which limited behavioral adaptation. 

Physiology 

A principal obstacle in the methodology of obtaining rectal temperatures was that 

the animals had to be handled in the handling facilities of the experimental feedlot to take 

the measures. This process might have affected the rectal temperature measures and 

evened out potential differences. Principally, the least confounding method of measuring 

body temperature would be to use data loggers, which can be intemally attached into 

rectum, vagina, or the ear. Hahn (1989), Hahn et al. (1990), and Nienaber and Hahn 

(1991) made use of data loggers to measure tympanic temperature. This method was 

mainly being used for the study of the biological background of dynamic responses of 

animals to heat strains. Most other authors have measured rectal temperatures under 

controlled climate chamber conditions, where they had constant access to the animals 

(Olbrich etal. 1973). 
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Spiers et al. (1994) compared different breed types (Angus, Romosinuano, and 

their Fl) with respect to their physiological responses to heat in climate chamber studies. 

They found that Angus cattle were more sensitive to heat than other Bos taurus breeds. In 

the unshaded treatments of our study the RR between Charolais and Angus were similar 

but under shade RR was lower in Charolais than in Angus heifers. Lee (1953) gave two 

interpretations for differences in RR between breeds: (a) the animal is indeed more 

stressed and responds with an increase in RR, and (b) the animal with the higher RR 

might be more sensifive to heat and the response of an increase in RR might show a 

superiority in heat regulation. However, average RR levels of near or above 100 breaths 

per minute, as they where measured in MIST and CONT of Exp. 2 must be seen as 

severely elevated and not adaptive. This study has implications in the fields of 

performance, meat science, behavior, and physiology of heat stressed feedlot cattle. 

Prevention of heat stress by environmental modifications like the provision of shade is 

highly production relevant. Under high heat, shaded cattle reach their target weight three 

weeks earlier than their unshaded peers. This effect of shade leads to a financial profit of 

approximately U.S.$18 per heifer during the summer. Shade has no negative effect on 

carcass quality, but the fat metabolism of shaded versus unshaded cattle needs to be 

studied and possibly dietary adjustments considered. Behavioral indicators for heat stress 

in feeder cattle are needed to allow feedlot operators to respond early and to alleviate the 

stress in the animal. Many researchers have tried to find physiological indicators of heat 

stress. Measurement of rectal temperature involves handling of cattle, which can be 

confounding. In the past, tympanic thermister probes were used to continuously measure 
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circadian rhythms of body temperature. However, data logger, which can be attached 

inside the ear, the rectum or vagina of the animal are needed for large numbers of cattle 

to compare treatments empirically. Until then, the measurement of respiratory rates must 

be regarded as the only non-invasive and practical assessment of heat stress in feeder 

cattle under field conditions. In general, shade is highly recommended for the 

improvement of well-being in the animal and to increase profits of the operation. 
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Table 4.4 Least squares means, pooled standard errors (SEp) and P-values of the 
performance of heifers in Exp.2. 

Shade SEp P-value 

Trait No Yes Shade Mist 
Shade* 

Mist 

Number of replicates 

(pens) 
8 8 

Number of heifers 38 39 

Initial weight, kg 

Weight at d 131, kg 

ADG, kg/d" 

Feed intake, kg/d 

Feed efficiency 

NEm^ 

NEg' 

335 

520 

1.41 

8.80 

6.27 

1.97 

1.31 

337 

547 

1.60 

9.46 

5.91 

1.99 

1.33 

3.3 

6.0 

0.05 

0.14 

0.14 

0.67 

0.007 

0.004 

0.006 

0.086 

0.36 

0.61 

0.99 

0.84 

0.70 

0.35 

0.49 

0.17 

0.76 

0.13 

'ADG=Average Daily Gain, '*NEm=Net Energy Metabolism, *>IEg=Net Energy Gain 
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Table 4.5 Least squares means , pooled standard errors (SEp) and P-values of different 
carcass traits for shaded versus unshaded heifers during the summer heat in Exp.2. 

Trait 

Number of heifers 

Shade 

No Yes 

39 39 

SEp P-value 

Shade Mist Shade* 
Mist 

Number of pens 8 8 

Hot carcass wt, kg 322 338 45 .0028 .065 .038 

Fat thickness 

Adj. fat thickness 

Marbling score" 

Rib eye area, cm 

KPH, %^ 

Final Yield Grade 

Quality yield grade 

320 

345 

Sm^^ 

8259 

206 

304 

456 

349 

367 

Sm^̂  

8517 

213 

332 

489 

08 

07 

115 

110 

Oil 

010 

016 

.0019 

.0051 

.033 

.014 

.065 

.008 

.019 

.062 

.077 

.092 

.037 

.10 

.056 

.047 

.048 

.093 

.021 

.020 

.031 

.043 

.031 

Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat 

Quantitative quality grade: 200=low select, 300=select, 400=high select, 500=low choice, 600=choice 
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Table 4.6 Feed ingredients and nutrients of the diet 

Feed ingredients 

Steam flaked corn 

Sorghum silage 

Supplement premix 

Cottonseed meal 

MGA premix 

Urea 

Fat 

Molasses 

Nutrients 

Dry matter 

Crude Protein 

Ash 

Calcium 

Phosphorus 

ADF 

% in diet (DMB') 

74.72 

10.09 

2.50 

4.44 

0.25 

0.89 

2.92 

4.19 

63.69 

13.18 

4.62 

0.44 

0.30 

8.98 

'DMB=Dry matter basis 
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R 0 28 56 84 112 131 
Day of trial 

Shade No Shade 

Figure 4.1 Liveweight of shaded versus unshaded heifers during a 131 feeding period 
(*= P<0.05) in Exp.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Month effect on lying behavior (%) in Exp.2 (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 4. 3 Month effect on head-in-the-bunk behavior (%) in Exp. 2 (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 4.4 Month effect on head in/above the waterer behavior (%) in Exp. 2 (P <0.05). 
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Figure 4.5 Least squares means, and standard errors of respiration rates (breath/min) in 
Exp.2 
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Figure 4.6 Least squares means, and standard errors of respiration rates (breath/min) of 
shaded versus unshaded heifers (from week 1-9 P<0.05, week 10-12 n.s.), n=4. 
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Charolais Angus 

I No Shade 0 Shade 

Figure 4.7 Least squares means, and standard errors of respiration rates (breath/min) of 
Charolais-cross (N=32) versus Angus-cross heifers (N=48) under shaded versus 
unshaded conditions 
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CHAPTER V 

MANAGING FEEDLOT CATTLE BEHAVIOR TO 

REDUCE DUST 

Abstract 

Aerial dust generated by feedlot cattle is an environmental pollutant. The 

objective of this study was to reduce the dust generation in a commercial feedlot by 

understanding and managing dust-generating behaviors of feeder cattle. A pilot study 

with 803 crossbred steers was conducted in July and August 1998 to determine behavior 

and weather parameters which might be associated with dust. In the main study in April 

and May 2000, a total of 2,813 crossbred steers were used. Treatments were either the (1) 

conventional feeding at sunrise, lOOOh and noon (CON) or (2) feeding at sunrise, lOOOh 

and just before sunset at 1830h (ALT). A mobile behavior lab was used to observe and 

quantify behaviors of steers at a large-scale commercial West-Texas feedlot. Dust data 

loggers measured respirable dust with a diameter < 2.5|im (PM-2.5) every 15min over a 

period of 15 days in April and May 2000. Simultaneously, the ambient temperature, 

humidity, wind speed and direction, precipitation, air pressure and solar radiation were 

measured with a weather station. In the pilot study, multiple linear stepwise regression 

analysis determined that weather parameters explained 18% of the variation in dust levels 

(R = 0.18, P < 0.001). High dust levels were observed and measured around dawn. 

During that time, cattle in ALT were engaged less in dust-generating behaviors than 

cattle in CON (P < 0.05). Unlike the control steers (P < 0.05), steers fed at ALT ate or 
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were waiting to eat near sunset. This change in behaviors had a positive effect on the 

PM-2.5 dust levels. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a 24 h threshold 

level of 0.065mg/m for dust with a particle size < 2.5|im. Upwind dust levels were 

similar between the treatments. Downwind dust levels averaged over 24 h were lower in 

ALT compared to CON (0.072 vs. 0.115mg/m\ P < 0.01). Changing the feeding regime 

of cattle to ALT redirected the cattle away from dust-generating behaviors thereby 

reducing aerial dust concentrations by 37% over the entire day. 

Introduction 

Aerial dust is a major environmental pollutant that causes human and animal 

health concerns for the southwest United States feedlot industry (Sweeten 1988). If U.S. 

EPA began to levy fines based on the total amount of dust generated (Pamell et al. 1994) 

it would be to the benefit of the feedlot industry to solve the problem of large quantities 

of aerial dust. Since 1987, so-called PM-10 standards (dust particles with an aerodynamic 

diameter of 10 micrometer or less) were issued by the U..S. EPA (1987), which are 

0.150mg/m per 24h. The EPA is currently in the process of adding standards for 

particulate matter with less than 2.5 \im diameter (PM-2.5). The threshold used by the 

agency for PM-2.5 dust emissions is presently 0.065mg/m^. Particles of that size are 

within the respirable range (less than 5}am), and do not get trapped in the upper 

respiratory tract, but penetrate the terminal air sacs of the lungs (Feddes et al. 1989, Smid 

1995). Dust particles of this size should be minimized because they serve as carriers for 
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pathogenic microbes (Heber et al. 1987). McVean (1985) showed that the particulate 

matter size range of 2.0 to 3.3 fam is the fraction, which is highly correlated with 

incidences of pneumonia in feedlot cattle. During the evening hours, the concentrations 

of dust in the air are highest and cattle activity around that time may be the cause 

(Sweeten 1991). Cattle are crepuscular, or dusk and dawn active. The largest amount of 

feeding activity in cattle on pasture occurs around sunset. Feedlot cattle are normally not 

fed at this time. I hypothesized that because of their natural drive to eat at dusk and the 

unavailability of feed, the animals show displacement behaviors. These activities 

including agonistic (aggressive), bulling, and locomotive behaviors generate aerial dust. 

The hypothesis of the study was that through behavioral management, cattle 

activity pattems that generate dust can be redirected into feeding and less active 

behaviors, which generate less dust. 

The specific objectives were to: (1) determine the effects of climatic factors on 

dust, (2) document which cattle behaviors are associated with dust generation in feedlots, 

and (3) determine if feeding in the evening can alter cattle behaviors which generate dust. 

Animals, material and methods 

Pilot study 

A pilot study was conducted in July and August 1998 to measure the effects of 

weather on dust. A total of 803 crossbred steers were used. Pens were located at the lower 

West (W) periphery of the feedlot and dust data were only sampled at days with 

prevailing West winds. 
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The experimental imit was the feedlot pen with 2 replications per treatment. All 

data were analyzed using the General Linear Model (GLM) procedure in SAS (1988). 

Treatments were: (1) conventional feeding times (CON): 0700, 1000, and 1200h, and (2) 

altemative feeding times (ALT): 0700, 1000 and 1830h. The total daily amount of feed 

for ALT and CON was split evenly over the three feeding times (33, 33, 34%) and ALT 

cattle were fed 33% (0700h), 33% (lOOOh), and 34% (1830h). 

Weather 

A weather station (Metos, Salzburg, Austria) measured climatic parameters 

(precipitation, temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, air pressure and light 

intensity) in 10 min periods over the study period. 

Weather parameters were analyzed in SAS using stepwise multiple regression to 

predict the effect of weather on the variation in dust. Weather and dust data were 

analyzed as a split plot over time. 

Dust concentrations 

Two automated dust samplers (Dust Trak, Model 8520, TSI Incorporated, St. 

Paul, MN) were used to measure dust concentration downwind the W pen of the feedlot 

in one pen per treatment. The measured particulate matter size was 2.5|j,m. Dust data 

were collected on days when the wind was at least 90% from the W predominant wind 

direction. Dust samplers were automated aerosol monitors based on light scattering 

technology, which remotely and continuously measure dust concentration at 15min 
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intervals over 24h periods. The sampler draws air into a sensing chamber, which then is 

illuminated by a laser beam. The particles scatter light in all directions and a lens 

concentrates that light on a photodetector, which converts it into voltage. The scattered 

light is proportional to the voltage and the mass concentration of the aerosol. The 

technology was validated by the Califomia Air Resources Board (Dutcher et al. 1999) 

and they reported a high correlation coefficient (R =0.917) between the Dust Trak and 

the reference High Volume Sampler (SSI). However, in its validation the Dust Trak was 

found to overestimate particulate matter. 

The dust sampler has inlets for different particle sizes. For this study, the PM-2.5 

inlet was used to cut off the excess upper fraction of the respirable and the non-respirable 

dust. Use of gravimetric equipment (Cocke and Bragg 1984) to measure aerial dust was 

avoided because of the need to handle those devices continuously and thereby interfering 

with the cattle's behavior. Before dust measurements were started, the two dust collectors 

factory cleaned and calibrated. Cleaning and zero-calibration was repeated after every 

24h measuring interval. 

Main study 

The study took place in April and May 2000 using 2813 crossbred steers to 

measure the effects of cattle behavior on dust. Before trial initiation, all cattle were 

implanted with Synovex-S (Fort Dodge Animal Health, KS) or Ralgo (Mallinckrodt 

Veterinary, EL). After receiving, cattle from the same origin were sorted by weight and 

divided into the two treatments. Average initial weights of steers in ALT versus CON 
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were similar (354.4 vs. 355.2kg, SE=8.4kg). Steers were adjusted to a com-based diet 

(Table 5.1) after approximately 14 days using four adaptation diets. The feed additives 

Tylan (6.7g/t) and Rumensin (19g/t) were added to the diet. 

The average number of steers per pen was 176 with a stocking rate of 

15.2m^/head and 24cm of bunk space per animal. Drinking water was available ad 

libitum. 

Pens with E-W orientation located at the S and S-E end of the feedlot (adjacent to 

a crop field and the lagoon) were used. Pens were predominantly exposed to S winds and 

cross contamination from other pens was largely avoided. Before the beginning of the 

trial, manure was removed from the dirt surface of the pens. Mounds were not available 

to the cattle. Behavioral and dust measurements were taken one month after the cattle 

arrived at the feedlot to allow for adaptation to the environment and feeding schedules. 

Treatments were again: (1) conventional feeding times (CON): 0700, 1000, and 

1200h, and (2) altemative feeding times (ALT): 0700, 1000 and 1830h. The amount of 

feed for all three meals was changed in the main study compared to the pilot study. Feed 

in CON was split evenly over the three feeding times (33, 33, 34%) but ALT cattle were 

fed 30% (0700h), 20% (lOOOh), and 50% (1830h). 

The experimental design for behavioral and dust measures was a randomized 

complete block with paired pens on a given date as the block. The model included 

treatment, block, and treatment by block interaction. The effects of behaviors on the 

variation in dust were analyzed with the stepwise multiple regression procedure and 

correlations of behaviors with dust calculated using SAS in an attempt to predict aerial 
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dust based on behavior. Performance data were analyzed as a completely randomized 

design. Least squares means data are reported. Mean separation using the predicted 

difference test was govemed by protected level of significance at the alpha level reported. 

Weather 

A weather station (Metos, Salzburg, Austria) measured climatic parameters 

(precipitation, temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, air pressure and light 

intensity) in 10 min periods over the study period. 

Behavior 

Behaviors were measured from the top of a mobile behavior lab (RV), from 1600 

and 2100h over 7 days. The mobile behavior lab was outfitted with monitors, and a 

camera attached to a 10m high rotating tripod (Morrow-Tesch et al. 1997). Behavioral 

data were measured by live observations and directly entered into a computer 

spreadsheet. 

The measured behaviors were: (a) dust-generating behaviors including 

locomotion (walk/run), agonistic and bulling behavior, and (b) behaviors with little effect 

on dust like feeding, waiting for feed, lying and standing behavior. Locomotion was 

defined as any change of body location within the pen. Agonistic behaviors were those 

indicative of social conflict such as threat, attack, fight, or escape. Bulling behavior was 

defined as mounting of a steer by its peer(s). Feeding was defined to be head over or in 

the bunk. Waiting for feed was an upright body posture near the bunk without actually 
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having access to feed. Steers waiting for feed were normally waiting in the second or 

third row until their feeding peers were finished. Drinking was defined as the head over 

or in the water trough. Lying was defined as body contact with the ground and standing 

was considered to be an inactive upright posture (no locomotion). 

Dust concentrations 

Four dust samplers (Dust Trak, Model 8520, TSI Incorporated, St. Paul, MN) 

were used to measure dust concentration upwind and downwind the South and South

west pens of the feedlot in one pen per treatment. The measured particulate matter size 

was 2.5|im. Dust data were collected on days when the wind was at least 90% from the S, 

SE or SW predominant wind direction. The instruments were housed in environmental 

enclosures, which were placed inside steel cages to protect them from the animals. Cages 

were attached to the middle of the upwind and downwind fence line. Dust-meter inlets 

were placed about 1.50m above the ground (approx. height of steer heads while 

standing). The cleaning and calibration procedure was the same as in the pilot study. 

Results 

Pilot study 

Weather 

Weather pattems like ambient temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and 

direction, air pressure and precipitation were measured and their effect on dust analyzed 

in a multiple regression procedure. The prediction models are presented in Table 5.2. The 
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model that explained the greatest amount of variation in dust included the variables 

relative humidity, air pressure, hours since rain, and light intensity (brightness). The best 

weather model explained 18.2% of the variability in dust. Figure 5.1 shows the 24h 

averages of relative humidity and ambient temperature. The Figure shows that the 

aftemoon and early evening were the driest and hottest periods of the day. At 

approximately 1900h this process reversed, a cooling trend began and relative humidity 

increased. 

Main study 

Behavior 

During the aftemoon and early evening period cattle in ALT showed differences 

in most behaviors compared to CON (Table 5.3). Feeding behavior was not different (P = 

0.40) between the treatments. While cattle in CON fed throughout the aftemoon, the 

bunks in ALT were slick. Feeding behavior was concentrated after feed was delivered for 

a period of about 90min (1830 h to 2000 h). Waiting for feed was different between CON 

and ALT (19.3 vs. 4.6%, P < 0.001). Cattle in ALT started lining up at the bunks 

approximately 30min before feed was delivered. Cattle in CON spend more time drinking 

than ALT cattle (2.2 vs. 2.4, P < 0.028). In ALT, 31% of cattle and 54.3% in CON were 

found standing. Lying behavior was similar between treatments. Locomotive behaviors 

like walking and running were performed less among ALT than among CON cattle (1.6 

vs. 2.8%, P < 0.004). Agonistic behavior was performed three times less in ALT versus 
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CON treatments (0.8 vs. 2.4%>, P < 0.002) and bulling behavior was lower (0.003 vs. 

0.013%), P < 0.05) in ALT compared with CON treatments. 

Table 5.4 shows correlations between behaviors and downwind dust 

concentrafions for both treatments. In ALT, downwind dust and the different behaviors 

showed significant correlafions with standing (r=0.45, P < 0.01), lying (r=-0.43, P < 

0.01), and agonisfic behaviors (r=0.35, P < 0.05). The stepwise multiple regression 

showed that agonistic behavior predicted 17% of the variation in dust (partial R^=0.17). 

Dust concentration 

Table 5.5 shows the differences between treatments in aerial dust concentration 

measured up and downwind and the net dust concentration (upwind minus downwind 

dust) from 1600 until 2100 h. During that time, upwind dust concentration was similar 

between treatments. However, downwind dust concentrations were lower in ALT 

compared to CON (0.096 and 0.196mg/m\ P < 0.015). Net dust differences (difference 

between upwind and downwind) were highly significant (P < 0.01) with 0.046 mg/m^ for 

ALT and 0.157mg/m^ for CON. 

Over the 24 h period (Table 5.6), upwind dust concentrations were again similar 

between treatments. Dust concentrations measured at downwind locations were 31% 

lower in ALT compared to CON (P < 0.01). Net dust was different between treatments 

with ALT 65%) lower than CON (P < 0.05). Figure 5.5 shows the 24 h course of dust 

concentrations of the two treatments. The largest difference occurs in the time between 

2000 and 2200 h when CON in contrast to ALT displays a mayor peak in fine aerial dust. 
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In Figure 5.3, 24 h upwind dust concentrations are displayed. The two treatments are 

similar and no major dust peaks are apparent. 

Performance 

Inifial weights were similar between treatments. No differences were found 

between predicted average daily gain (based on dry matter intake), medication costs, 

processing costs, and mortality between treatments. 

Discussion 

Hot and dry weather is conducive to detachment of dust particles from the feedlot 

pen surface (Sweeten 1991). No study has previously reported correlations between 

weather parameters and dust concentrations in feedlots. Sweeten et al. (1988) reported 

that the problem of high dust concentrations is most severe during the late aftemoon and 

early evening hours, when the ambient temperatures are highest and the relative humidity 

lowest. Moisture level of the manure pad in the feedlot pen, vapor pressure in the air and 

precipitation undoubtflilly affect dust concentrations (Sweeten 1991). In this study, the 

best weather model to predicting dust consisted of hours since rain (which affects the 

moisture of the manure pad), relative humidity, air pressure, and brightness (light or 

dark). All parameters have a physical explanation. Cohesion between dust particles is 

lowest during dry periods. At those times, detachment of particles from the ground is 

easiest. Brightness is a factor, which is linked to the behavioral changes of the cattle and 

their strong increase in activity during this time. However, the best weather model only 
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predicted 1 S% of the variation in dust. Weather clearly contributed to the dust problem, 

but could not explain the majority of the variation in fine aerial dust. Dry weather 

however is required for dust generation but among dry days, major weather events only 

relate to a small degree to dust generation. 

It was hypothesized in this study that the "unnatural" but common feeding 

practices of only feeding cattle in the morning strongly impacts dust generation. A 

change of the conventional to more "natural" feeding times (dusk, noon, and dawn) was 

hypothesized to re-direct dust-generating behavior into behaviors, which are less active 

and therefore generate less dust. Lying behavior is the reciprocal of all active behaviors 

because if cattle are not lying they are active. Lying behavior was not different between 

treatments and the sum of all active behaviors was likewise similar for each treatmnet. 

Cattle in ALT re-directed their active behaviors. Cattle in ALT reduced their dust-

generating behaviors compared to CON including reductions of 43% for standing, 43% 

for locomofion, 77%© for agonisfic behavior, and 77% for bulling behavior. 

Agonistic behavior especially generates high quantities of dust. When steers 

charge and push each other large dust clouds develop. Surprisingly, even standing 

behavior generated high dust levels. A reason might be, that this behavior is not stafic, 

but also involves a slight stepping forwards or backwards, which is enough to detach 

particles from the ground. Bulling behavior was rarely conducted by the steers but when 

performed it generated large dust quantities. Locomotive behavior often leads to agonistic 

behavior and also generated large dust clouds. Steers ran towards penmates, which then 

would be involved in agonistic or bulling behaviors. Dust-generating behaviors were 
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much lower in ALT than in CON treatments. Cattle have a strong feeding motivation 

around dusk and dawn and if feed is unavailable, they will replace feeding with 

locomotion, agonistic, or bulling behavior (Table 5.3). Re-directing behaviors away from 

feeding (for which they are highly motivated) towards agonisfic behaviors may be a form 

of displacement behavior. 

Agonistic behavior of the steers alone explained the same percentage of variation 

in dust as all weather parameters combined, which highlights the significance of 

behavioral effects on dust. At dawn, when the majority of agonistic and locomotive 

behaviors is observed, especially among cattle without feed, dust levels peak. 

Changing the feeding regime of cattle to ALT reduced respirable dust 

significantly. This effect occurred mainly in the aftemoon and evening hours (2000 to 

2200 h), when this problem was most severe, but also, only to a smaller degree, over the 

rest of the day. Comparable results can be accomplished by using large quantities of 

water to increase moisture levels of the manure pad. A 30,000 head feedlot requires 

2,000 L of water per day to wet the pen (Sweeten 1991). However, water is a scarce 

recourse in West Texas and most feedlots do not have access to such large water supplies. 

An increase in stocking rates has also been used in the feedlot industry as a method to 

lower dust (USDA 1999). This method might lower dust by increasing moisture of the 

surface, but negative effects of crowding on performance may occur and needs to be 

studied. 

A major concem in the feedlot industry that feeding the majority of the daily 

ration in the evening would impact production or performance negatively was not 
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confirmed in this study. After about two months on feed, processing costs, medication 

costs, mortality and predicted average daily gain (based on dry matter intake) were 

similar between treatments. Likewise, Lawrence (1998) compared four bunk feeding 

regimes, one including feeding in the morning and evening (30%) and 70%)) and he found 

little or no effect on performance and health of cattle. 

In conclusion, weather only accounted for 18%) of the variafion in PM-2.5 dust 

concentrafion. Moisture of the feedlot pad and the air do affect the dust levels but not to 

the extent that was expected. Surprisingly, wind speed was not included in the model to 

predict PM-2.5 dust concentrafions. A reason for this might be that most dust 

measurements were conducted on days with similar wind speeds and direction. It was 

observed that highest PM-2.5 dust concentrations are found on days with no or only little 

wind velocity. It can be speculated that fine particles, once stirred up by cattle hoof 

action, float 1 to 2 m above the pen surface and sink down to the ground hours later. On 

days with high wind speeds, dust is blown away from the feedlot and dust levels are for 

PM-2.5 are lower. 

Changing the feeding regime of cattle to their natural feeding times redirected the 

cattle away from dust-generating behaviors and thereby reduced aerial concentrations of 

fine dust. Feedlots can use an altered feeding schedule to reduce aerial dust 

concentrations. Changing the bunk strategy to ALT did not negatively impact production. 

On the other side, changing feeding times to feeding dawn, noon, and dusk 

certainly impacts the normal feedlot routine. An evening shift would have to be 

scheduled to feed the cattle, which might generate additional costs. This increase in labor 
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costs would most likely be accepted by the feedlot management if fines resulting from 

violation of federal clean air regulations would be imposed on the industry. Another 

major challenge with feeding cattle in the evening is that the animals need to be fed at 

approximately the same time. Once feeding is changed (e.g., to 1830h), cattle will wait 

for feed at this time and delays in delivery could potenfially increase dust generating 

behaviors. 

Besides engineering solutions to control dust like the use of water, also behavioral 

management of feedlot cattle can increase air quality. The practicality and feasibility of 

changing the feeding times to reduce dust-generating behaviors has to be tested under 

working conditions in an entire feedlot. The efficacy of this method has proven that dust-

generating behaviors increase aerial dust and that these behaviors can be changed into 

behaviors, which generate less dust. Using this method can help bring dust concentrations 

closer to EPA thresholds, improve human and animal health and well-being, and improve 

the image of the feedlot industry in the society. 
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Table 5.1 Feed ingredients and nutrients of the finishing diet. 

Feed ingredients 

Flaked milo 

Corn silage 

Supplement premix 

Fat 

Liquidpremix 

Water 

Milo screen 

Nutrients, % 

Dry matter 

Crude Protein 

Fat 

Crude fiber 

Calcium 

Phosphorus 

Potassium 

Magnesium 

Salt 

Sulfur 

NEm 

NEg 

% DM in diet 

44.14 

15.74 

3.33 

2.59 

1.43 

0.48 

0.34 

68.04 

13.80 

8.00 

4.73 

0.70 

0.30 

0.70 

0.22 

0.30 

0.24 

220.76 

144.32 
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Table 5.2 Multiple stepwise regression for weather effects on dust 
concentrafion in a West-Texas feedlot during the pilot study from July-August 
1998 measured over 20days. 

Effect Parameter 

Estimate 

Standard Error P-value W 

HSR' 0.0010 0.00029 0.0009 0.0647 

Bright 

HSR 

0.0785 

0.0010 

0.0254 

0.00028 

0.0024 

0.0005 

0.1159 

Hum** 

Bright 

HSR 

0.0021 

0.1139 

0.0010 

0.00069 

0.02744 

0.00028 

0.0030 

0.0001 

0.0003 

0.1623 

Hum 0.0030 

Bright 

HSR 

Airpressure 

0.1390 

0.0012 

-0.0130 

' HSR= Hours since rain 

" Hum= Humidity 

"'Bright = = Brightness (day and night effect) 

0.00082 

0.03002 

0.00029 

0.00656 

0.0004 

0.0001 

0.0001 

0.0498 

0.1819 
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Table 5.3 Behaviors of cattle under two different feeding time regimes 
(ALT=0700, 1000, 1830h vs. CON= 0700, 1000 and 1200h) measured at 7 days 
from 1600huntil2100h. 

Number of 
Replicates 

Number of 
Animals 

Feeding 

Waitingfor 
feed 

Drinking 

Standing 

Lying 

Walking 

Agonistic 
behavior 

Bulling 

Alternative 
feeding 

1 

1228 

11.0 

19.3 

2.2 

31.0 

34.5 

1.6 

0.8 

0.003 

Control 
feeding 

1 

1585 

6.5 

4.6 

2.4 

54.3 

26.9 

2.8 

2.4 

0.013 

SEp 

0.80 

1.57 

0.07 

2.43 

2.61. 

0.21 

0.20 

0.003 

P-value 

0.40 

0.001 

0.028 

0.001 

0.20 

0.004 

0.002 

0.050 
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Table 5.4 Correlafions of behaviors with downwind dust levels under two 
different feeding fime regimes (ALT= fed at 0700, 1000, 1830h vs. CON= 
fed at 0700, 1000 and 1200 h). 

PM-2.5 downwind dust concentration 

Behavior 

Feeding 

Waiting for feed 

Drinking 

Standing 

Lying 

Locomotion 

Agonistic 

Bulling 

Alternative feeding 

0.22 

0.17 

-0.13 

0.45* 

-0.43 

0.24 

0.44** 

0.16 

Control feeding 

-0.10 

0.11 

-0.29 

0.34* 

-0.34* 

0.32t 

0.35* 

0.26 

** P<0.01 

* P<0.05 

t P<0.06 
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Figure 5.1 Average relative humidity and ambient temperature during the main 
study over 24 days. 
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1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 

day time 

Figure 5.2 Average downwind dust concentrations over 24h (particle size 2.5}im, in 
mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes (ALT = 
fed at 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. CON = fed at 0700, 1000 and 1830 h) measured 
over a period of 8 days in April 2000 (n=8. Treatment P < 0.01, Treatment by time 
P<0.01). The 24 h dust concentration was ALT=0.072 versus CON=0.115mg/m\ 
SEp=0.007. 
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Figure 5.3 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h (particle size 2.5|im) in 
mg/m in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes (ALT = 
fed at 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. CON = fed at 0700, lOOOh and 1830h) measured 
over a period of 8 days in April 2000 (n=8, Treatment P = 0.87, Treatment by 
time P=0.08). The 24h dust concentration was ALT=0.035 versus 
CON=0.036mg/m^ SEp=0.006. 
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CHAPTER VI 

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Two fields of growing importance in the feedlot industry are animal well-being and 

environmental aspects. From these aspects two main challenges for environmental 

management in the feedlot industry of the Southem Great Plain of the United States can be 

derived: first how to lower climatic stress, and second to improve air quality. This 

dissertation covers the areas of (a) ethological sampling methods for feedlot cattle, (b) 

environmental management to lower heat stress in feedlot cattle, and (c) behavioral 

management of cattle to control dust in feedlots. 

Chapter 111 was an investigation into accurate, precise, and efficient behavioral 

sampling techniques. These techniques were never validated for feedlot cattle. As expected, 

scan sampling was an accurate ethological sampling method for feedlot cattle for behaviors 

with long duration. Even when a scan sample was collected once per 15 min, most 

behaviors were accurately estimated compared with continuous observations. In the 

literature, scan sampling methods with san intervals of 30 and 60min are usually used for 

measuring cattle behavior in feedlot. These long intervals proved to be inaccurate and 

imprecise for most measured behaviors of my study. Scan sampling was less accurate in the 

measurement of behaviors with short duration like drinking and walking. Correlations of 

scan samples with the continuous samples decreased in accuracy with longer sampling 

intervals. Time sampling correlated poorly with continuous data for all measured 

behaviors. Even behaviors with long duration were not accurately reflected in the time 
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sampling data set. Focal animal sampling was accurate for most behaviors using as few as 

one animal out of 10 animals in a pen. It is important to define the behavioral bout before 

measurements are undertaken. It should be in the authors best interest to publish only data 

that are valid and therefore validation studies have to be conducted for all new 

environments. 

Chapter FV assessed the impact of heat stress and its relief by shade and (or) water 

misting on behavior, physiology, performance, and carcass traits. Cattle without shade and 

(or) water misting had a stress response to heat which negatively affected productivity. 

Providing shade was a suitable solution to decrease heat stress and lower the negative 

effects of heat on performance, whereas misting with water was largely ineffective. This 

study has implications in the fields of performance, meat science, behavior, and ph>siology 

of heat stressed feedlot cattle. Prevention of heat stress by environmental modifications like 

the provision of shade is highly production relevant. Under high heat, shaded cattle reach 

their target weight three weeks earlier than their unshaded peers, which decreased 

production costs remarkably. Costs of shade were equivalent to the profit from increased 

production during a single summer. Shade had no negative effect on carcass quality, but the 

fat metabolism of shaded versus unshaded cattle needs to be studied and possibly dietary 

adjustments considered. In fiiture studies, behavioral indicators for heat stress in feeder 

cattle need to be investigated to allow feedlot operators to respond early and to prevent 

them from risking penalties in production. Many researchers have tried to find 

physiological indicators of heat stress. To measure rectal temperature most techniques 

involve handling of cattle, which can be confounding. Previously, tympanic thermometers 
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were used to continuously measure circadian rhythms of body temperature in a few 

individual cattle. Data logger, which can be attached inside the ear, the rectum or vagina of 

the animal are needed for large numbers of cattle to compare treatments empirically. Until 

then, the measurement of respiratory rates must be regarded as the only non-invasive and 

practical assessment of heat stress in feeder cattle under field conditions. 

Chapter V described how aerial fine dust concentrations can be lowered in a 

commercial feedlot by understanding and managing dust-generating behaviors of feeder 

cattle. Through changes in feeding management practices, cattle activity pattems that result 

in high quantities of dust were redirected towards behavior, which generate significantly 

less dust. Changing the feeding regime of cattle to their more natural feeding times 

redirected the cattle away from dust-generating behaviors and thereby reduced aerial 

concentrations of fine dust. Changing feeding times to feeding dawn, noon, and dusk 

certainly impacts the normal feedlot routine. An evening shift would have to be hired to 

feed in the evening, which generates new costs. This increase in labor costs would most 

likely be accepted if the feedlot industry would face fines resulting from violation of 

federal clean air regulations 

The understanding of the behavior of feeder cattle can help to manage feedlots in 

a more animal and environmentally fiiendly manner. Heat stress in cattle can be 

prevented by providing engineering solutions like the provision of shade. The 

modification of the feedlot environment by providing shade not only improved the well-

being of the animals, but also may enhance the profit of the feedlot. Besides engineering, 

behavioral management of feedlot cattle can increase air quality. The practicality and 
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feasibility of changing the feeding times to reduce dust generating behaviors has to be 

tested under working condition in entire feedlots. The efficacy of this method has shown 

that dust-generating behaviors increase aerial dust and those can be changed into other 

behaviors which generate less dust behaviors. Interesting is, that the animals in ALT re

directed their active behaviors. Cattle in ALT reduced their active behaviors compared to 

CON by 43% for standing, 43% for locomotion, 77% for agonistic behavior, and 77% for 

bulling behavior. Behavior was associated with high dust levels at certain times of the 

day and by using ALT one can redirect dust generating behaviors into behaviors that 

generate less dust. Changing the bunk strategy to ALT did not negatively impact 

production. A problem seems to be that the evening feeding time is not flexible. Once 

feeding is changed to e.g. 1830h the cattle will wait for feed at this time. Delays in feed 

delivery will probably lead to behaviors in the cattle, which generate dust. In future 

studies different feeding times and different amounts of feed per meal should be tested to 

see if dust levels can be even fiirther lowered. The dust-generating behaviors performed 

in the evening obviously follow circadian rhythms. It would be challenging to see if 

adding of feed additives to the diet, which affect those circadian rhythms (e.g.. 

Melatonin) would also affect dust-generating behaviors. 
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Figure A.l Average downwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 1 (particle size 
2.5|im, "PM2.5") in m g W in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time 
regimes (CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in 
April 2000. 
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Figure A.2 Average downwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 2 (particle size 
2.5|j.m, " PM2.5") in m g W in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time 
regimes (CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and lS30h) measured in 
April 2000. 
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Figure A.3 Average downwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 3 (particle size 
2.5|im, "PM2.5") in mg/m in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time 
regimes (CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = O^On, 1000 and lS30h) measured in 
April 2000. 
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Figure A.4 Average downwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 4 (particle size 
2.5|.im, "PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time 
regimes (CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and lS301i) measured in 
April 2000. 
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Figure A.5 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 5 (particle size 2.5).un, 
"PM2.5") in mg/m in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. 
2000. 

ALT = r)-Of)^ 1000 and lS3nh) measured in April 
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Figure A.6 Average downwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 6 (particle size 
2.5}.im, "PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time 
regimes (CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in 
April 2000. 
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Figure A.7 Average downwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 7 (particle size 
2.5jj.m, '•PM2.5") in mg/m"' in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time 
regimes (CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in 
April 2000. 
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Figure A.8 Average downwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 8 (particle size 
2.5|.im, "PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time 
regimes (CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in 
April 2000. 
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Figure A.9 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 1 (particle size 2.5|im, 
"PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in April 
2000. 
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Figure A. 10 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 2 (particle size 2.5).im, 
"PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, loOO and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in^April 
2000. 
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Figure A.l 1 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 3 (particle size 2.5|.im. 
"PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in April 
2000. 
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Figure A. 12 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 4 (particle size 2.5}.un. 
"PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in April 
2000. 
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Figure A. 13 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 5 (particle size 2.5).im, 
"PM2.5") in mg/m in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in April 
2000. 
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Figure A. 14 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 6 (particle size 2.5um. 
"PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in April 
2000. 
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Figure A. 15 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 7 (particle size 2.5)im. 
"PM2.5") in mg/m in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in April 
2000. 
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Figure A. 16 Average upwind dust concentrations over 24h on day 8 (particle size 2.5)im, 
"PM2.5") in mg/m^ in a West-Texas feedlot under two different feeding time regimes 
(CON = 0700, 1000 and 1200h vs. ALT = 0700, 1000 and 1830h) measured in April 
2000. 
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